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ABSTRACT
An attempt to quantify perceptions of global climate change to the year

.

200 has been the initial focus of an interdepartmental' study at The
National Defense University. Subjective probabilities for the occurence of
specified climatic events were elicited by a survey of 24 climatologists from
seven countries. Individual quantitative responses to ten major questions were
weighted according to expertise and then averaged, a method of aggregation

which preserved the climatologists' collective uncertainty about future
climate trends. The aggregated subjective probabilities were_used to
construct five possible climate scenarios for the year- 2000, each having a
"probability" of occurrence.. The agg?egated probabilities of contingent
events are compared from scenario to scenario, across zones of latitude, a)nd
by time periods.
The derived climate scenarios manifest a broad range of perceptions about
possible temperature trends to the end of this century, but suggest as most
likely a climate resembling the average for the past 30 years.- Collectively, the

respondents tended to anticipate a slight global warming rather than a
cooling. More specifically, their assessments pointed toward only one chance
in five that, changes in average global temperatures will fall outsiO,e the range

of

0.3°C to +0.6°C, although any temperature change was generally

perceived as-being amplified in the higher latitudes of both.hemiipheres. The
respondents also gave fairly strong credence to a 20- to 22-year 'cycle of

drought in the High Plains of the United States but did not agree on its
causes.

Consequences of the possible climatic changes delineated in the scenarios are
being considered in subsequent phases of this research. A generalized climate

response methodology will be demonstrated by its application to crop yield
data gathered from a survey of agricultural scientists. The policy implications
of the resultant climate/crop scenarios will be examined using a world food
economic model.
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FOREWORD
r
1

Within the last few years there has beerran increasing/;public_awareness of the

impacts of weather and climate ongrapRind. This concern was highlighted
by the severe 197677 winter in the eastern half of the United States and
subsequent drought conditions in portions of the country. Controv ersy has
arisen about whether the climate is merely fluctuating or is in 06g-term
trend of change. Any significant change in climate would- have profound

impacts upon U S policies and programs with regard to World food
production and reserves as well as a wide range of energy-related and other
policy matters.
.,

In view of the potentially 'serious implications of climatic change, The
National efense University in the fall of 1976 initiated an interdepartmental resigfch*project to qyantify the likelihood of significant changes in
;limate and their practical consequences. The major objectives of the study

e embodied in the (four tasks described in the Summary. This report
presents the results of the first task onlythe definition and estimation of

the likelihood of climatic changes during the next 25 years, and the
construction of climate scenarios for the year 2000. Findings of the
remaining research tasks will be reported later.

44

.,

The causes of global climate4change remain in dispute. Existing thlories of

climate, atmospheric models, and actuarial experience are inadeate to
meet the needs of policyMakers for informatiSitabout future climate, In the
ong run, research may lead to reliable forecasts of cliniirte. For the present,
wever, policymakers have no recourse but to heed expect judgments

subjktive and contradictory though They may beabout future world
%---

climate and . its effects on agriculture and other sectors of the economy.
Informed, expert judgments on the likelihood of change, or the odds fora
repetition of some event, are usefulorth
t -e decriionmaker weighing the costs,
anef its, and risks of alternative p icies. To marshal the full spectrum of
-xpetrt perceptions, we submitte .a., structured climate question0aire to a

r

arefully selected panel ofVogists.
catolW e hope the analyses of the

probabilistic responses to the questionnaire will lead to a better quantitative
understanding of those weather climate issues that are most relevant to

important public concerns about the future of agriculture and the world
food situation.

)

1

FOREWORD

The mod s operandi for this project was the establishment of a small,
interdisci linary staff at The National Defense University to act-as a focal
point for several major sources of substantive research contributions. The
first and seminal source is a standing Advisory Group of eminent scientists,
and administrators who provide guidlande and represent many potential users

of the research results.' Another .invaluable source is the Institute for the
Future, Menlo Park, California, which furnishes ongoing advice on futuristics
methodologies and technical assistance through the-auspiget' of the .Defenser
Advanced.-Research Projects Agency. A third source is the ad hoc Climate

o0'prominent individuals whose subjective assessments :of future
climate formed tfte basis of this report. In addition, there .re two other ad
..
hec groiips of experts concernedwith subsequent phaties of this research
effort One group is furnishing data on the response of crops to cilimate
.changes; the other is preparing to analyze_ the piolicy implications of
Pariel

1

,

`climate/crop scenarios for the year 2000.

of this report describes the methodology used in analyzing the
information contributed by the panel of climate experts from the United

Chapter

I

States and abroad. Chapter II contains narrative and statistical descriptions
of five climate scenarios, ranging from-large global cooling to large global
warming. Chapter III summarizes the aggregated probabilistic data of the
climat anelists and compares these datafrom scenario:to scenario, across
la udinal zones, and across three time periods between now and the year
2000. Appendix A is the climate questionnaire sent to the Climate Panel.
Because of a limited response, only part of Questicin VII, "Outlook for 1977
Crop Year," was analyzed, This information is contained in Appendix 13,
along with an analysis of subjective probabilities concerning the persistence
of droughts in the United States. Appendix C provides information on the
number of respcindents and the average level of expertise for each of the
questions in the questionnaire. Appendix D contains references citedty the
panelists in their answers to the questionnaire.

x
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SUMMARY
Will world climate at the end of thiis century be substantially different Prom
that of the past two or three----efcades? Some climatologists postulate a
continuation of the cooling trend that began in the 1940's, others contend
that the world is entering a period of rapid warming, and many foresee a
perliod of greater climatic variability.
Such conflicting opinions and their implications inspired a study now under
way in the Research Directorate of The National Defense University_Fort
McNair, Washington, D.C. This project, the first comprehensive attempt to
quantify perceptions of climatic changes, is a joint effort of the Department

-

J. of Agricultuke, Department of Defense, and the. National Oceanic and
ta

Atmospheric Administration. Technical assistance is being proVded by the
Institute for the Future, Menlo Park, California, throulp he Defense
Advanced Research projects Agency.

The major objectives of the study are embodied in four tasks:

Task I: fio define Ad estimate the likelihood of changes in climate
during the next 25 years, and to construct climate scenarios for the
year 2000.

Task II: To estimate the likely effects of possible climatic changes on
selected-toris in specific v)untries, and to develop a methodology for
combining crop responses and climate probabilities into climate/crop
scenarios for the year 2000.
Task
To evaluate the domes

and inte natiogt polio implications
of the climate/crop scenarios, and to identify the climatic v riables that
are of key importance in the choice of poll y options.
Task IV: To transfer the climate/crop research results end a generalized
climate response methodology to individuals and organizations concerned with the consequences of climatic changes in fields other than

agriculture, and to identify areas of research which might refine or
extend the findings of the first three tasks.

This report is a summary of Task I, which was carried out by surveying a
panel of climatologists.' The salient finding is that the likelihood of
catastrophic climatic change by the year 2000 is assessed as being small.'
More specifically, the respoh s to the survey suggest only 1 chance in 10
that average global temperatq in the next 25 years will increase by more
than 0.6'C relative to the earl -y- 1,970's. Likewise, there is only 1 chance in
10 that it will decrease by more than 0.3'C. The most likely event will be a
climate which resembles the average of the past 30 years, arising primarily

t
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from a balancing of the warming effect of carbon dioxide with the cooling
effect of a natural climate cycle. However, the respondents tended to
anticipate

slight global warming rather than a cooling.

Most of the clime panelists perceived that any global temperature changes

will- be amplified at higher latitudes, particularly in the Northern Hemi=
sphere. This magnification will be less prcfnouncedi- in the Southern
Hemisphere because the larger surface area of southern oceans provides more
thermal inertia against change.

liiirtvanelists responses reflect fairly strong support for the continuation of
a 20- to 22-year drought cycle in the High Plains of the United States. This
perception was 'Aempered by the absence of an agreed-upon causal
mechanism for the apparent periodicity. For mid-latitude regions outside the

United States, there was, more uncertainty and less support for cyclic
droughts than was evident for the United States. Similarly, no periodicity
was idehlified relative to frequencY of dr4ught in the Sahel region of Africa
or the failure of the Asian Monsoons.

Collectively, the climatologists expressed considerable uncertainty about
possible changes in the amount and variability of precipitationuncertainty
not only with respect to the magnitude of changes but in many cases even
with respect to the direction of change. This uncertainty was particularly
pronounced about possible changes in year-to-year variability. There was,
however, some tendency to 'associate more precipitation and decreased
variability of precipitation vith global warming, and less precipitation and
increased variability with global cooling.
The foregoing conclusions are derived from the quantitative responses of the
Climat Panel to a set of:questions about significant climatic factors,

including variability. The questionnaire (Appendix Al covered the period
from the present to the end of the century. The panelists were asked to
assigh probabilities to specified climatic changes and to give the rationale for
their answers. For each question they were also asked to assign a numerical
value to their ownt expertise and that of other panelists.

Of the 24 climatologists replying to' the questionnaire, 21 provided a
quantitative response to at least one question. The answers of the latter to a
question on global temperature were weighted on a well-defined scale of
expertise., and then averaged to yield a probability density function for
-changes in global temperature. The range of perceived global temperature
changes was partitioc4d into five subintervals upon which are based five
global climate scenarios with corresponding "probabilities" of occurrence.
Next, each respondent was associated with a subinterval of global temperature, or scenario, according to his perception of global temperature trends.
Finally, detalk of each scenario were developed as conditional -probabilities" aggregated in a similar manner from the appropriate panelists' answers

SUMMARY

to other questions. Thekse__ questions were concerned with the relative
influence of selected atmosphNeric components, the latitudinal digtribution of
temperatur changes, the length and variability of growing season, fkle
amount of recipitation and its year-to-year variability, and the frequency. of
droughts and monsoon failures. Chapter II contains the five climate
scenarios. In Chapter III the aggregated subjective probabilitiesof contingeyt
events are compared from scenario to scenario, across zones ofilatitude, a- nd
by time periods.- (Th4 responses to a question dealing with the outlook for
crops in 1977 and with the persistence of drought in
the United States are
0
discussed in Appendix B.)
II-1J basic method of weighted averages, described more fully in Chapter I, is

Considered appropriate when respondents base( their replies on a common
databas: This method has a tendency to'preserve and possibly to _overstate

uncer.

*

The five climate scenarios and the panelists' comments rna

a broad
range of perceptions about future climate. The experts' aggreg_ d subjective

probabilities do not reflect a consensus on any narrowly defined climatic
issue, but a large majority of the climate panelists were in broad agreement,
for example, that the average global temperature is not likely -co change more

than half a degree Celsius by the year 2000. Constructed by a standard
!futuristics methodology, the scenario narratives portray reasonable, coherent,
d consistent possibilities for world climate around the year 2000.
w ver, as is evident from the probabilistic data that accompany the text
each scenario, it is unlikely that any scenario will materialize in all its
aced specifics. Although the scenarios cannot be viewed a alternate and

utually exclusive climate forecasts, they do put plausible quantitative
ours on climatic charfr-over the next 25 years. The "probability" of a
scehrio provides policymakers with some measure =perhaps the best
availableof the confidence to be placed in each of a range of possible
climatic changes, none of which can be predicted by the current state of the
climatologists' art.

The next objective of this climate research project is to demonstrate for
agriculture how climat&Information can be combined with climate response
data to analyze practical implications of possible climatic change. The two

priviaras-ticins behind this effort are: What are the likely impacts of
possible climate changes on global food production? What are the policy
implications of these impacts? Among the policy questions of particular
irdrest are those concerning food prices, food reserve requirements, food
trade, and related issues. A generalized climate response prediction methodology has been developed, and estimates of the response of 'selected crops to
parametric climate changes have been obtained from a survey of agricultural
scientists. The response methodology will be applied to these crop yield data
and the climate data reported herein to calculate the expected crop yields
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SUM ARV
associated with eadh climate scenario. A world footheconorn.ic model will bd
used to examine policy implications of the resultant climate/crop scenarios__
and their "probabilities- of occurrence.
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CHAPTER.

METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH APPROACH FOR TASK 1

diineral Fe: uThe purpose of Task I was to define and estimate the likelihood of changes
in climate during the next 25 years, and to construct climate scenarios for
the year 2000. Infprmation was collected from a carefully selected group of
experts through the use of a structured questionnaire. Ten separate questibns
dealt with Particular climatic variables and/or specific geographic regions-of
interest. These topics of inquiry were as follows:
average global tem rature
average latitudinal temperature

carbon dioxide and turbidity
precipitation change
precipitation variability
mid-latitude drbught
outlook for 1977 crop year
sian monsoons

hel drought
le gth of the growing season

Each question elicited information about three elements: probabilistic for
equivalent) forecasts on a particular climatic variable, reasons for quimtitative estimates, and self and peer expertise rating. The complete questionnaire
is contained in Appendix A.
A panel of climatological experts from the United States and abroad was
selected by the research team, with assistance from the project Advisory
Group. The panelists were selected both for their competence in the field of
clirtiatology and for the diversity of views which they represented. The list of
panelists responding to the questionnaire appears in the acknowledgments.
The questionnaires were sent to 28 panelists and 24 were returned. Of these,

21 contained quantitative information. Appendix C lists for each climate
question .the number of panelists who submitted quantitative estimates and
the average of their expertise

1

Panelists Concerns

Most resixindepts, as well as some Of the inviie panelists who'declined to
--Participate, voiced some degree. of apprehension or concern about the
uestionnaire and the um (end possible abust) of the information. derived
from their respOnses. These concerns centered on the following issues:

the lack of sufficient actuarial experienbe, comprehensive. theories, or,

adequate models to support the quantitative estimates given in the
al

questions,

the possible su ppression of the full range of uncertainty accompanying
responses,

the risk of being an un

ting pa

science by consensus.

The following comments by panelists reflect these concerns:

To the best of my knowledge, there exist, in general, no tech-plques for
making climate fotecasts that have demonstrated skill in.the sense that the
forecasts are betide- than a forecast of the Jong-term average statistics.
Knowledge of even the long-term average statistics (means, variances,
extremes, conditional probabilities, etc.) would be most useful for some
purposes, but even this data is not readily available.
I

think .that the strongest message to come from your questionnaire will

be that we lack the basis for predicting even the grossest aspects of
climate.

,

We possess no skill for forecasting beyond a short period, other than that
which probabilities based on a frequency distribution can provide. Only

a deterioration of elimate will fife the imagination of the experts'.
Prophets become known for their prophecies of doom. A prophecy of
status quo or improvement would not be interesting.

There is a good deal of guesswork involved, due to uncertainties, about
feedback mechanisms, the importance bf aeross:51s,. the general circulation
in the atmosphere and oceans, and many other factors.

feel that one of the most important outcomes of your study could be a
clear statement of our present ignorance. That in itself should clearly
I

indicate the need for contingen

plans.

In the preparation of this report, the project team has given considerable
attention to the foregoing concerfis in analyzing the data and aggregating the
2

range of viewsand the expressed qualificationsprovided by the respondents. Realizing th'at confident predictions of climate are beyond the state of

MET4-0 DOLOGY

-le;
the art, the woject team has proceeded on the assumption that expert
probabilistic judgments, properly qualified, -constitute ,the best available
guidance for those who mitst make pblicy in mattisrs affected by climate.
The climate data in the rbpori bespeak uncertainty and a' wide range of
perceptions. In the-descripti9n of the methodology and the presentation of
the analysis 'and results, appropriate a eatrhave been introduced to avoid
misunderataridisq,_,

ANALYSt OF DATA
Self and Peer Ratings

An interesting and tifieful feature of the quasfionnaire was the conoept.of self
and peer ratings. Figure 1-1 is an excerpt of the instructions provided at the
end of each question and designed to assess the respondents' expertise.
Figure 1.1

SELF AND PEER RATING

Using the self-ranking definitions. provided in the instructions, please
indicate your level of substantive expertise on, this major question.

543-2-1

s

Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents
whom you would rate as "expert (5)1 or "quite familiar (4)" in {heir
an Swer to this particular question'.

(expert, quite faMiliar, familiar, casually
1
acquainted, and unfamiliar) were carefully defined in the questionnaire.

The categories from 5 to

Table 1-1 shows a sample of the degree of correlation between self and peer
ratings for five ..respondents on Question I. The general agreement between
.self and peer ratings is fairly evident by a scan of..the two right-hand columns
in the 'table A detailed analysis of the correlation between self ratings and
the mean of peer ratings shows it to have a value of 0.52 at a significance
level of 0.007: This is considered-arfairly high correlation.

A simple .averaging of self and peer ratings for each respondent on each
question, rounded to the nearest integer valUe, provided a weighting that was
subsequently used in aggregating responses. The particular weighting scale

that was used is shown in Table I-2._ Levels of expertise falling below
"familiar" ("casually acquainted" and "unfamiliar ") ware not used in the
processing. Of the three levels shown in Table 1-2, the "expert" category was

Table 1-1

,t1

zl

e

CORAELATION BETWEEN SELF AND PEER RATINGS
(Examples cfrom Question I)

frequency pf Peer Ratings
Respondent

Rating

Expert

Quite
Familiar

A

Expert
Expert
ul e

10

34

4

3

a

Quite familiar
Familiar

weighted twice as heavily as the "quite familiar". category and the "quite
familiar- was wellhted twice as heavily as "familiar.' In effect this reflects
the largely empirical and intuitive notion-thit an expert's opinion is worth
about twice as much as one who is _"qpitie famtliar," which in turn is worth
twice as much as an individual who is-rank
.
_

"familiar with a topic.

Table 1-2

_CONVERSION OF EXPERTISE RANKING TO WEIGHTED SCALE
Expertise

Weight

Expert

Quite familiar

2

Familiar

Processing of Responses

The general schema for processing the information from the que

onnaires

was as follows:

tabulate each respondent's probability density function with respect to
change about a particular variable at a given time, or, derive the

probability density function from graphical information provided by
the respondent.

multiply each probability density function by the appropriate expertise
weight (as described earlier).

add the weighted density functions of respondents.

divide the weighted and aggregated density functions by
expertise weights to norrnaliz the group response.

sum of

combine the panel's responses on each climatic variable into a set of
scenarios spanning the range of uncertainty or range of conditions
4

described by the respondents.
A

AL

METHOD

Question I, dealing with possible changes in global mean temperatu're , was a
pivotal question because perceptions of global mean temperature greatly

influence perceptions .with respect to the climate variables treated in
subsequon>1 questiorts.
-

duestion I is based on Figure 1:2, a ptot of historical changes in annual mean
temperature during the past century. Each respondent was asked to provide
three esitimates of the future 'course of possible changes in global
temperature to The year 2000. The first estimate was to be a temperature
path to the year 2000 such that thee was only 1 chance in 10 that the
even lower. The second estimate was to be a path with
actual path could
be either lower or higher; and the
an ev)n chance t _t temperature coutd
.
,

third was a ppth based oh 1 chance in 10 that it Could be

higher.

.!

GLOBAL TEMPERATURE
Historical record oVehanges in annual mean temperature

during the past century for the latitude band, 0-80°N.
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Figure 1-3 shows a gam* rp©

o Question I. by a single respondent.
Each of the three estimates could be drawn in any furtttional fotrn desired.
Percentiles of 10, 50, or 90 can be read off for any year b_ etweer the
,
` "present" (the end of the plot in Figure 1-2) and the tear 2000.
'Figure 1-3

SAMPLE RESPONSE TO QUESTION I
Actihal example of a sfnWe

response to the inarlurtions
0.8

0.6

0.4
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0.2

-0.2
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1940
Year
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980

2000

The processing of responses will now be illy strated using the answers to this

question by

single respondent. Figure 1-4 is 4 plot, of the information

shown irk Figure 1-3 for the year 2000, converted to a cumulative probability
function in which the ends of the function have been extended beyond the
90th percentile and below the 10th percentile in a linear approximation. For

example, the respondent has indicated a '10 percent chance that the
temperature will change by 0.04 °C or less, a 50 percent chance that it will
change b 0.2°C or less, and a 90 percent chance that it will change by
0.47°C r less. Similar values can, of course, be obtained for any other
year from

6

igure 1-3.

"These temperature changes ) -are
in relation to the zero reference base period,

1880-1884, as shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure I=

CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY FUNCTION FOR QUESTION I
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/Figure 1-5
EQUIVALENT-DENSITY FUN TION FOR QUESTIONL I
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The next step is to convert the cumulative probe
nctron into an
equivalent density function by taking the first derivitive ri.f the plot in
Figure 1-4. Since the plot consists of tvdp straightline segments, we have
basically two degrees of freedom, or two leVels in the density function,
which is shown in Figure 1-5. The area under_athe curve intercepted by any
particular temperature rangels eciAl to the probability of occurrence of that
particular temperature range, and the total area under the curve in Figurel,,5
is unity.

Figure 1-6 shows unweighted densityefunctions from each of two:Yespond-

enti. The two functions are next weighted by the appropriate expertise
weights, added and then divided by the sum of the weights to obtain the
combined and normalized density function fo-r the two respondents. Again
the area under the curve of this combined and normalized density function,
shown in Figure 1-7, is equal to unity:
Figure 1-6

ADDING TWO DENSITY FUNCTION S FOR QUESTION I
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The procedure outlined above is repeated for the responses of each .of the
other panelists. Figure 1-8 is a plot of the aggregatokl normalized responses of
the full panel for the year 2000. An analogous procedure yields probability
density furictions of mean global temperature change for the years 1975,

1p8o, and 1990._ The information contained in the probability density
functions is shown in Figure 1-9 as extensions to Mitchell's original curve.
The extensions on the curve show the 10th, 50th and 90th percentilerfdr

METHODOLOGY.

each year from the "present" to the year 2000. Intermediate percentiles are
also plotted: Thus, Figure t-9 is a summary of the aggregated responses of
the panelists with respect, to global temperature.

ALIZED DENSITY FUNCTION FOR TWO RESPONDENTS TO QUESTION I
NORA
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In aggregating the responses by the method of weighted averages, it has been
assumed that the respondents are drawing from the same general information
base and, therefore, that their information is highly dependent. In such cases
of information dependence among respondents, it is customary to use the
metho of weighted averages to aggregate respo -es. All responses are used

and w ighted by the respondents' expertise as pe ceived bylhemselvesand
their peers. The shape and range of the aggreg eci curves are not acutely
sensitive, to the weighting. system used. The-met od is -conservative" in the
sense, that the_derived propability curves tend to be broad and to overstate
uncertainty as a result of° the additive treatment of the individUalisubjective
probabilities. Had the responses been based on independent information, a;
multiplicative treatment of the` "-individual probabilities would have been
more appropriate, and the derived probability curverould have shown less
dispersion.
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'Figure 1-8

BABILITY*OF MEAN NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE CHANGE
E YEAR 2000 AS DETERMINED BY THE PANEL OF CLIMATIC EXPERTS.
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Temperature Change 1°C) by h Year 2000

Scale A is based on the period 1880=1884 as the zero reference base (see Figure l-21.
Scale B is based on the period 1965-1969 as the zero reference base (see the end point on Figure l=2).
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Figure 1-9

PROBABILITY OF MEAN NORTHERN HEMISPHERE T APERATURE CHANGE
TO THE YEAR 2000 AS DETERMINED BY THE PANEL OF CLIMATIC EXPERTS
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METH°ILY
CLIMATE SCENARIOS
Use of Scenarios

A convenient procedure for dealing with a range of uncertainty when it is
not possible to construct quantitative models is through the use of scenarios,
which may be considered plausible sequences of events or trends.Scendrios

describe interconnectionsperhaps even causal processesand highlight,
where possible, decision points. In a sense, a scenario is a possible "slice of

future history."

Constructing Scenarios

1 In the present instance, since responses on global temperature are pivotal In
setting the stage for other climate variables, the plot in Figure I-8 carrbe used

as a basis for dividing the perceived temperature range into a number of
categories. These categories then become the bases for constructing
scenarios. The number of categories (and scenarios) is, in a sense, arbitrary
and can be three or five or even a larger number, if desirable. Table 1-3 shows
the perceived temperature range divided into five categories. They' range

from large global cooling to large global warming. Associated with each
temperature range is a probability of occurrence where, in fact, the
temperature ranges,were selected to make these probability ranges symmetrical.
Table 1-3

DEFINITION OF TEMPERATURE CATEGORIES
Temperatdre
Category
Large cooling
Moderate cboling
Same as last 30 years
Moderate warm
Large zwarrni

Change in Mean Northern Hemisphere
Temperature from Presene'by the
Year 2000

0.3°C to 1.
:older
0.05°C to 0.3° colder
0.05 C,colder to 0.25°C warmer
0.25°C to 0.6°C warmer
0.6°C to 1.8°C warmer

Probability
0.10
0.25
X0.30
0_25 "

0.10

"Piesent- tern rature is defined as the end point on Mitchell's graph (Figure 1-2)
the average tern erature for the five year period ending in 1969.
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In order to pro=ss information with respect to other climate variables, it is
useful to group espondents with respect to thek five temperature ranges,
according to here the bulk of each respondent's' probability density
funFtion lies. Table 1-4 is a matrix showing each of the five temperature
categories arrayed as rows and the 19 respondents in 5 groups arrayed as

METHODOLOGY

columns of the matrix. As will be noted in Table 1-4, the bulk of each
group's probability density functions lies along the diagonal element of the
'5x5 matrix (one-respondent at each end, three and four at the intermediate
ranges, aria ten in the middle range).

The results of the information collected under Task I have been embodied in
a set of five scenarios desetibed in Chapter II, with more detailed discussion
-.and comparisons in Chapter III.*

-The scenarios are labeled in accordance with the global- temperature
categories4n Table 1-3. One purpose is to provide an integrated summary of
perceptions of climatologists cm climate change and variability to the year

2000. An equally important purpose is to provide a point of departure for
structuring questions in Task II and Jo trace the impact of such possible
climatic changes on food production and on the choice of policy options.
Table 1-4

PERc5NTA E,OF GROUPED PROBABILITY DENSITIES LYING IN
EACH TEMPERATURE CATEGORY
Temperature
Categories

Number o

Large cooling
Moderate cooling
Same as last 30 years
Moderate warming
Large warming

99

12

1

68

spondents
4

1

10

202 31
22

44
15

20
-80

The procedure for creating scenarios corresponding to the five global
temperature categories is as follows:

Each respondent is first assigned to a global temperature category, as
described in Table 1-4.

Responses within each temperature category are combined for all other
climatic variables (except for precipitation and precipitation variability,
where all responses were available**).
Responses are integrated into a narrative, supporteciby summary tables.
he responses to Question VII, "Outlook for 1977 Crop Year,"are not included in the
,scenarios. That portion of the informatigh for which expertise levels were considered
adequate has been processed and is shown in Appendix B. Included is an analysis of
subjective probabilities concerning the persistence of droughts in the U.S.

"For questions on precipitation and precipitation variability only, information was
elicited from each respondent based on conditional assumptions with respect to global
temperature.

METHODOLOGY
The processi -steps for Questions II through X are identical to those for
Question I except that, of course, in these other instances, density functions

or equivalents are provided directly by the respondents and need not be
derived through the use of cumulative probability.

Figure I-10

QUESTION VI

MID-LATITUDE DROUGHT
"Average"-i.e.,
similar to the
frequeocy over
the longest period
of record available

.
"F re.quent"-i.e.,
Time
period

Frequency of Drought

similar to early to
mid-1930's and early
to mid-1950's

"Infrequent

-

i.e., similar fo
1940's and 1960's

Total
Probability
----

US

Other midlatitudes

US

.

Other midlatitudes

US

Other midlatitudes

US

Other midlatitudes

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

--7---- -1977

to

.

1980

1981

to
1990

1991

to
2000

The sequence of steps is illustrated by using Question VI, which concerns
mid-latitude drought. Figure 1-10 is an excerpt from Question VI. Table I-5
illustrates how responses for one of the time periods (i.e., 1991 to the year
2000) were weighted and aggregated in the Moderate Warming scenario. The
process outlined for Question VI is repeated for each of the other questions.
Table 1-5

FREQUENCY OF DROUGHT IN U.S. IN 1991-2000
Respondents Aydgned
to ryloderate Wdi UHF lt]

Expertise

Frequent

Average

Infrequent

A..

3

ft

3

0.25
0.60
0.60

0,60
0.20

020

0.25
0.20
0.20

0.25

0.21

5

Vkitflt][Iti!ti ,Ives
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Review of Scenarios

In June 1977, the project Advisory Group recommended that an ad hoc
panel review early drafts of the five scenarios for internal and mutual
consistency. Accordingly, project staff met in July with six climatologists at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research at Boulder, Colorado. The
reviewers paid particular attention to the large and moderate warming and
cooling scenarios, i.e., those constructed from the smaller data bases. The
details and the 'conditional probabilities of. these end, scenarios, therefore,
reflect the judgments of more people than the limited number of panelists
who responded to the questionnaires along the lines of these scenarios. The
review process, which essentially strengthened the data bases of the end
scenarios, resulted in significant changes to only one of them, the large
global cooling scenario.

Nature of Scenarios

Each scenario seeks to describe average climatic conditions as they might

exist in a period of years around A.D. 2000. The conditions do not refer
specifically to the year A.D. 2000; the climate of that year is likely to differ
from the scenario projection to an extent consistent with normal year-1°year climate variability. Some indication of the course of climate changes
Latween the present time and the end of the century is also given in the
narrative, and in the tables appended to each scenario.

Each scenario is assigned a "probability of scenario." This "probability" is a
derived value based on the panelists' probabilistic temperature forecasts and
a weighting scheme to take into account each respondent's expertise as rated

by himself and his peers. Therefeire, it reflects the range of judgments
expressed by the climate panel ancPthe strengths of their beliefs, as well as
their level of expertise.*

This probability should not be construed as the likelihood that the total
scenario will actually materialize in the future. The correct interpretation of
the -probability of scenario" involves the following considerations:

'A "probabil
of 025, for example, does not mean that there was universal agreement
that the seen.
fn question would occur with probability 0.25. Nor does it mean that
25% of the panelists "voted" for that particular temperature change to the exclusion of
other changes. Roughly speaking, the "probability" 025 is an amalgam of the proportion
of panelists who gave some credence to that particular temperature change, the strength
of their individual "beliefs" in the change (then- individual probabilities of occurrence)
and their individual expertise.
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(11-' The "probability" is essentially a measure of the confidence, expressed

collectively by the climate panel, that the global tdmperature change
between circa 1970 and circa A.D. 2000 will lie in the range indicated by the
scenario. This measure of confidence bears an unknown relationship to the
probability that the scenario will actually occur.
(2) It was assumed that the global temperature change indicated by the

scenarios has a negligible probability of being greater than +1,8'C (the upper

limit of Large Warming) or less than 1.2'C (the lower limit :of Large
Cooling). In this respect, the five scenarios, taken together, are considered to
bracket all realistic outcomesi.e., the probabilities of the five scenarios sum

to unity.
(3) Details are given. , in each scenario which elaborate on the scenario in
respects other than stipulated global temperature change= These are
considered .'by the climate bane! to be reasonable inferences --about future

climatic developments that are consistent with the global temperature
change. These/ details by no means exude other possible developments,
Hence, they are not necessarily to be construed, individuallyor in

combination, as having a probability as high as that indicated for the
scenario as a whole. Conditional probability information, given in the tables
included with each scenario, can be combined with the overall probability of
the scenario to assess the absolute level of confidence to be placed in future
evepts specified in the scenarios. For example, one can find the overall
"probability" of a specified event (e.g., "frequent" drought in the U.S.0 for
the period 199.1=2000) by first calculating for each scenario the product of

the "probability" of the scenario and the conditional probability- of the
event, for that scenario, and then summing the products for all five scenarios.
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CHAPTER TWO

CLIMATE SCENARIOS
This chapter contains descriptions of five climate scenarios, ranging from
large global cooling to4orge global warming.The last subsection of Chapter I
described the nature of these scenarios, including the correct interpretation
of the "probability of scenario- and of the other probabilities associated
with the scenarios.
In the text and tabled ofthis chapter:the latitudinal zones are as defined in

the climate questionnaire, Appendix A: -Qolar latitudes," 65 to 90';
ThAher mid-latitudes,- 45' to 85'; "lower mid-latitudes,/' 3Q to 45'; and
-subtropical latitudes," 10 to 30',

LARGE GLOBAL COOL,

The global cooling trend that began in the 1940's accelerated rapidly in the
last quarter of the 20th century, The average global temperature reached its
lowest value of he past century a few years before the century ended, By
the year 2000, the mean northern hemisphere temperature was about a6'C
colder than in the early 1970's and climatic conditions showed a-striking

similarity to the period around 1820. Climatologists explained this large
global cooling in terms of natural climatic cycles, partly solar induced and
partly attributable to several major volcanic eruptions that occurred between

1980 and 2000. Although most climatologists had expected 'a continued
increase in carboij dioxide to be reflected in global warming, this warming
influence was overwhelmed by the natural cooling in the- period.

While temperature decreased over the entire globe; the largest decreases
occurred in the higher latitudes of the north-ern hemisphere. The north polar
latitudes, marked by an expansion of arctic sea ice and snow cover

"Statements concerning some details of this scenario reflect a higher degree of certainty
than was expressed by the climatologists who participated in this study. See the attached
tables for thc4 range of unaertainty. See also the discussion in subparagraph (3) at the end
of Chapter
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CLIMATE SCENARIOS

(especially in the north Atlantic sector), 'had cooled by about 2°C since the
early 1970's.** The northern higher and lower middle latitudes cooled by
slightly more than 1°C. The subtropical latitudes in both hemispheres
showed a 0.5'f d r'rease ,in average temperature, while the remainder of the
southern latitUdes showed a 1°C decrease. The large global cooling trend was
also reflected in a significant decrease in the lengthof the growing season in,
the higher middle latitudes and a substantial increase in the variability in the
v\length of the growing seasonjrom year to year.

By the year 2000, it s

also raining less in

the higher middle and

ough precipitation amounts in the lower middle
subtropical latitudes,
latitudes changed little or possibly increased slightly.

Precipitation also became more variable. The westerlies showed a pronounced shift from the higher middle to lower middle latitudes. This shift
brought brief, yet severe, "hit- and -run" droughts as well as severe cold spells

(including early and late killing frosts) in the lower middle latitudes. The
higher middle latitudes, particularly Canada, from which the westerlies and
their associated storm tracks were displaced, suffered an increased incidence

of long-term drought and winter cold. In the subtropical latitudes, the
subtrOpical highs tended to displace the tropical easterly rainbelt and, hence,
increased the incidence of long periods of hot, dry weather. The center and

intensity of the Asiatic monsoon changed *emetically between the late
1970's and the turn of the century: The frequency of monsoon failure in
northwest India increased to such an extent that the last decade of the 20th
century bore a resemblance tiD the period from 1900 to 1925. Droughts were
also more frequent in the Sahel region.

--e climatologist vv4)o inclined to this scenarioireasoned that the north polar regions
would GNI only about 0.5'C considerably less than the cooling in the middle northern
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CLIMATE SCENARIOS

MODERATE GLOBAL coo:LING*
The global cooling trend that began in the 1940's continued through the last
quarter of the 20th century. By the year 2000, mean northern hemisphere
temperature had decreased by approximately 0.15°C compared to the early
1970's. Climatologists explained this trend principally in terms of a natural
cooling cycle, moderated by the warming effects of increasing amounts of

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The cooling cycle was partly solar in
origin and partly associated with an increase in volcanic activity.

While temperature decreased over the entire globe, the largest temperature
decreases occurred in the higher latitudes of the 'northern hemisphere.
Specifically, the polar latitudes of the northern hemisphere cooled by 1°C;

the higher middle latitude by 0.4°C; the lower middle latitudes by 0.3°C;
and the subtropical latitudes by 02°C. The southern hemisphere, with its
more zonal circulation and larger ocean area, cooled more uniformly and
slowly; the average cooling in that hemisphere was about 015°C. The extent

of the cooling in the higher middle latitudes was not sufficiently large to
cause a significant change in the mean length or interannual vana ility of the
growing season.

The growing-season precipitation as well as annual precipitation levels
remained unchanged in the lower middle latitudes but decreased slightly in
the higher middle and subtropical latitudes. Annual and growing=season
precipitation.-variability increased slightly cornoar4 to the 1950=75 period,
with the stro4elt tendency toward increased variability in the subtropical
latitudes.

Drought conditions again plagued the mid-latitude areas of the United
States, corroborating the 20-to-22-year drought cycle hypothesis. In the
other mid latitude areas of the world, there were intermittent drought
conditions comparable, to those of the 1970's. Droughts were also more
frequent in the Sahel region, as was monsoon failure in Asia.
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CLIMATE SCENARIOS
Table II-2A
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Table II-28

MODERATE GLOBAL COOLING

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND TURBIDITY (PERCENT) DURING THE
PERIOD 1975-2000
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CLIMATE SCENARIOS

SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS*

The global eoolirig trend that began in the 1940's,leveled Out in the 1970's.
Average global temperature in the last quarter of the 20th century increased
slightly; thus, temperatures were more consistent with those in the period

from 1940 to 1970. By the year 2000, mean northern hemisphere
temperature t d risen approximately 0.1,'C compared to the early 1970's.
Climatologi s explained that the warming effects of the increasing amounts
of carbon ioxide in the atmosphere had balanced a natural cooling cycle.
increases were nearly uniform throughout the north n and
Temperatu

southern hemispheres, with slightly more warming in the northern -emisphere than in the southern. No significant changes in the mean length or
interannual variability of the growig season were noted.

The annual precipitation levels as well as the growing-season precipitation
remained unchanged from the 1941-70 period. Also unchanged was the
variability Of annual precipitation. However, a small shift toward increased
variability in th growing season was detected.

again plagued the mid-latitude areas of the United
Drought conditio
States, corroborating the 20-to=22-year drought cycle hypothesis. In other
mid-latitude areas of the world, drought conditions recurred also, but not to

the same extent as in the United States. On the other hand, favorable
climatic conditions returned to India and other parts of Asia. 'Monsoon
failures became more infrequent. Also, the Sahel region, which had suffered
severe drought from! 1965 to 1973, returned to average weather conditions.

'Statements concerning some details of his scenario reflect a higher degree of certainty
than was expressed by the climatologists whii participated in this study. See the attached
tables for the range of uncertainty. See also thtp discussion in subparagraph (3) at the end
of Chapter I.
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Table II:31

SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS
,33
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Table II-3B

SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CARBON DIOXIDE
AND TURBIDITY (PERCENT) DURING THE
PERIOD 1975=2000
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isz

MODERATE GLOBAL WARMING*

The global cooling trend that began in the 1940's was reversed in the last
quarter of the 20th century. By the year 2000, mean northern hemisphere

temperature had risen by approximately 0.4°C, compared to the early
1970's. Climatologists explained that this increase in temperatures was due
principally to the warming effects of increasing amounts of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere, which predominated over a slow, natural cooling effect.
While average global temperature increased moderately, the largest temperature increases came in the higher latitudes. The northern hemisphere warmed
-slightly more than the southern hemisphere due to its greater land area and
the larger thermal inertia of the southern oceans. In the northern
hemisphere, the polar latitudes warmed by 1.2°C; the higher middle latitudes
by 0.5°C, the lower middle latitudes by 0.3°C; and the subtropical latitudes
by 0.25°C. In the southern hemisphere, average temperatures over the polar

latitudes increased by 0.65°C; the higher middle latitudes by 0.4°C; the
lower middle latitudes by 0.3°C; and the subtropical latitudes-by 0.2°C. The
increase in global temperature was reflected in a modeller increase in the
length of the growing season in higher middle latitudes, but no significant
change in the interannual variability of the growing-season was noted.

Annual precipitation levels increased slightly in the higher middle latitudes
but showed little change for lower latitudinal bands. Growingseason
precipitation also increased slightly in the higher middle latitudes and
subtropical regions but remained unchanged in the lower middle latitudes.
Both annual and growing-season precipitation variability remained essentially
unchanged except for a slight increase in the variability of growing-season
precipitation in s 'bbtropical latitudes.

Drought conditions again plagued the mid-lap ude areas of the United
States, corroborating the 20-to-22-year drought cycle hypothesis. Climatic

conditions were somewhat- more favorable in tbe Asiatic region and in
subtropical North Africa. The frequency of monsoon failure, especially in
northwest India, resembled more closely the long-term average; so did the
frequency of drought in the Sahel region.

'Statements concerning some details of this scenario reflect a higher degree of certainty
than was expressed by the climatologists who participated in this study. See the attached
tables for the range of uncertainty. See also the discussion in subparagraph (3) at the end
of Chapter I.
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Table 'II-4A

MODERATE GLOBAL WARMING
PROBABILITY OF SCENARIO: 0.25
MEAN NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE CHANGE SINCE 1969: between 0.25° and 0.6°C warmer

'PROBABILITY OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE BY LATITUDE
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CLIMATE SCENARIOS

LARGE GLOBAL WARMING*

The global cooling trend that began in the 1.940's was dramatically reversed
in the last quarter bf the 20th century: By the year 2000, the mean northern
hemisphere temperature had increased by about 1°C compared to the early
1970's. Climatologists explained that this_ trend was'due principally to the

warming effects of the increasing amounts of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere:
.

.

While temperature increased -over the.entire globe, temperature increases
were more pronou,nced at higher latitudest: The subtropical latitudes warmed,
on the average, by 0.8°C; the lower .middle latitudes by 1.0°C; the higher
middle latitudes by 1.4°C; and the polar latitudes by a remarkable 3.0°C,
compared to the early 1970's. 7,1ymmetry prevailed as similar temperature
changes were observed in both
oth t e northern and southern hemispheres. The
increase in temperature was acc Mpanied by a significant increase in the
length of the growing season in ,he higher middle latitudes, as well as by a
substantial decrease in the variability from year to year in the length of the
growing season.

Precipitation levels generally increased, especially in the subtropical and

higher middle latitudes. In the °lower middle latitudes there was little net
change of precipitation. Annual precipitation variability decreased slightly
compared to the 1950-75 period; precipitation variability during the growing
season similarly decreased in the higher middle latitudes, but increased
slightly in the lower middle and subtropical latitudes.
The warming trend also ushered in more favorable climatic conditions in
India and other parts of Asia. These conditions were similar to those of the
1930-60 period. Monsoon failure was infrequent, especially in northwest
India. But in the mid-latitude areas of the United States, extending from the
Rockies to the Appalachians, drought conditions similar to the mid-1930's
and the early-to-thid-1950's prevailed. In other mid-latitude areas of the
world, notably Europe, the probability of drought declined. The increased
levels of precipitation also returned the Sahel region to wetter weather
conditions.

"Statements concerning some details of this scenario reflect a higher degree of certainty
than was expressed by the climatologists who participated in this study. See the attached
tables for the range of uncertainty. See also the discussion in subparagraph (3) at the end
of Chapter I.
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CHAPTER THREE

DISCUSSION OF SCENARIOS
AND CLIMATIC PROBABILITIES
GcNERAL

.

This chapter summarizes the aggregated probabilistic data of the climate
panelists-and makes comparisons of these data7from scenario to scenario,
across latitudinal zones, and ajoss three time periods between_pow and the
year 2900. The data received in respiinse to the climate questiOnnaire
(Appendix A) are related primarily to trends in gross climatic parameters
rather than the interannup variability of the parameters. In the ensuing
discussion, particular attern is paid to the limited data that bear on the
paneli ts' perceptions about the important question of future climatic
varia ility. Also included are some of the climatologists' numerous cornme s giving rationale for their answers and eNpressipg caveats and
reservations regarding their responses.

GLOBAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES

The climate scenarios of the preceding chapter are structured around the
responses to the first questionGlobal Temperature of the climate questionnaire (Appendix A). Table 1-3 and Figure 1-8 of Chapter show the
"globW- temperature range (expressed as the change in mean Northern
Hemisphere temperature from present by the year 2000) for each of the five
I

scenarios and the "probability" associated with each scenario. The total span
of temperature changes in all the,,yenarios is 3'C, ranging from 1.2' cooler
to 1.8' warmer. The three middle scenarios encompass a range of less than
1"C (from 0.3' cooler to 0.6' warmer), and have an aggregate "probability'
of 0.8. This general consensusthat there will be no radical change in global
temperature by 2000 A.Diand the slight group bias toward global warming
are considered to be major findings of this study.

Respondents whose probability estimates tended toward the two warming
scenarios explained their reasoning primarily_ in terms of the likely long-term
dominance of the CO, warming effect. This explanation is reflected
quantitatively in Figure III-1, which summarizes the responses to Question

Ill (Carbon Dioxide, Turbidity, and Climate) of the questionnaire.

In

general, panelists who inclined toward global cooling hypothesized that the
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These five graphs summarize the aggregrated responses to
_ion ill (Carbon Dioxide,
Turbidity, and Climate) of the climate questionnaire The climatologists were asked to
indicate the relative influence (in percent) of the indicated atmospheric components on
global climate over the next 25 years. The vertical bars reading from left (Large Cooling)
to right (Large Warming) correspond to the five climate scenarios.

SCENARIOS & PROBABILITIES

wanting effects of CO2 might' not materialize to the extent suggested by
those supporting a strong watming trend, or that the CO2 warming effects
would be overshadowed by a long-term, solar-induced cooling trend. Several

respondents also commented on the possible cooling effects of volcartic
activity, noting, however, the difficulty of predicting the level or timing of
such activity. The middle scenariothat of little change in the mean annual
global temperatureis predicated primarily on the warming effects of CO2
balancing the effects of natural cooling_ Some panelists commented on the
possible effects on climatic change of dust and other natural and
anthropogenic particles, but there does not appear to be a consensus whether

such particles have a net warming or cooling effect; also, their effect
probably tends to be more regional than global.

LATITUDINAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES

Perhaps more pertinent than a given change in average global temperature is

the nonunifolmily of the associated temperature changes at different
latitudes. An analysis of the respondents' estimates of likely temperature
itudinal zones (Question II of Appendix A) indicates that
lchanges by
global temperature fluctuations are expected to be far more pronounced in

it

the polar regions than in low latitudes. In other weds, the poles are
perceived as more sensitive to climate change. A number of the respondents
judged that the poles may experience a change at least several fold larger
than the global average (see Figure 111-2). For instance, in the Large Global

Cooling Scenario (0.3° to 1.2°C cooler), the probability for a 1.0' to 3.0°C
cooling in the northern polar latitudes is 0.9, and 0.6 for a 1.0° to 2.0°C

cooling in the northern higher middle latitudes. By contrast, northern
subtropical temperatures are perceived to drop by only 0.0w to 1.0°C with
probability 1. Similar observations about differential cooling in the higher
latitudes hold for the Moderate Cooling Scenario (0.05° to 0.3 °C cooler).
The question arises as to what extent such an increase in latitudinal
temperature gradients could be a mechanism for greater year-to-year climatic
variability. The views of several of the panelists are exemplified by one
comment to the effect that while "a temperature change per se does not
imply increased climatic variability, there is some physical basis for saying

that a general cooling would imply increased baroclinic instability and
therefore increased temperature variability and vice versa."

The picture of increases in latitudinal temperature gradients that can be
identified in the two cooling scenarios does not hold in the two warming
scenarios. In the Moderate Global Warming Scenario (0.25° to 0.6°C
warmer), the probability is 0.6 for a 1.0' to 3.0 °C warming in the northern
polar latitudes as compared to a probability of 0.6 for a 0.0° to 0.5°C
increase in the subtropical latitudes. In this scenario, as well as in the less
likely Large Global Warming Scenario, the perceived differential warming
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Figure III-2
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These four graphs'summarize the aggregrated re;
II of the climate questionnaire.Depicted for the
rndicated zones of latitude are the climatologists' probabilities of change in annual temperature by the year 2000,
compared to 1910-15. For a given zone of latitude and band of temperature, the vertical hays correspond to the five
climate scenarios as in Figure III-1. If the probability of a temperature change in a scenario is zero, the bar for that
scenario is absent.
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reduces 'latitudinal tempeature gradients. Some panelists associated a
reduction of these gradients with a decrease in climatic variability. One
respondent, quoted later at 'great length, commented that "it seems
intuitively reasonable" that re ced latitudinal temperature gratlients could
roclinic instabilities and blocking pressure
cause "less variability due -to
patterns." As will be seen later, thestRtences about climatic variabilityless
variability in -a warming regime and more variability in coolingare

t

supported by the climatologists' responses to other questions.

Figure III-3 provides a more aggregated view of temperature changes by
latitude. Here, the partitioning of the climatologists into the five scenarios
has been eliminated. In each latitudinal zone, the frequency distribution of
temperature changes is attributable to the Climate Panel as a whole since the
probability of,a given temperAure change was calculated by multiplying the

;probability of that temperature change in each scenario by the overall
probability of the scenario and summing the resulting products over the five
'scenarios. The flat and wide frequency: distributions for the polar regions,
especially the Northern Hemisphere, reflect the wide range of opinion and
the high degree of uncertainty relative to the warming or cooling issue. As
one moves from polar to subtropical latitudes, the probability density plots
show a progressive decrease in temperature range and a corresponding
peaking in the temperature intervals of liklle or no change. In the subtropics,
the respondents' estimates in aggregate indicate a 0.6 to 0.7 probability that
the temperature change will be less than 0.5 °C warmer or cooler than at

the lower middle latitudes that probability is only slightly
less-0.5 to 0.6. In the higher middle latitudes, estimates of temperature
present; in

change fell within ± 2.0°C, with a probability of about 0.45 for a change of
less than 0.5°C warmer or cooler and about 0.75 that the change will be less
than ± 1.0° C.
1

Several respondents commented that temperature cliges are likely to be
somewhat less in the Southern Hemisphere than in'the-gorthern Hemisphere
because of the thermal inertia provided by the proportionally greater ocean
surface. Note that in Figure 111-3 the temperature range' in the polar latitudes
is somewhat less for th61,Southern Hemisphere than for the Northern. Also

note that, as in Figare 1-8 of Chapter 1, the graphs for all the latitudinal
bands in both hemispheres show a slight skewness toward warming.

_
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.

Figure 111,3
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SCENARIOS & PROBABILITIES
-GROWING SEASON

Question X of Appendix A dealt with temperature-related parameters:
changes in the mean length and variability of growing seasons in the higher
middle latitudes during the next 25 years as compared to the present. It was

one of the two questions that dealt directly with the subject of climate
variability, in this case interannual variability in the length of the growing
season. Numerical data from 15 panelists were processed for Question X.

As can be seen from Figure III-4, only in the Large Cooling and Large
Warming Scenarios were there high probabilities (0.9 and 0.8, respectively)

for a "significant" change-10 days or morein the length of the present
growing season. Moreover, it was only in these two scenarios that the
panelists perceived a large probability for a "significant" change (25 percent
or more) in the standard deviation of the length of the growing season: 0.8
for an increase in variability under the Large Cooling Scenario and 0.7 for a
decrease under the Large Warming Scenario. The aforementioned probabili=
ties are ascribable to two climatologists who inclined to the extreme global
temperature scenarios.

With regard to the middle three scenarios, a majority of the panelists tended
toward high probabilities (0.7 to 0.8) for no significant changes in the mean
length of the growing season and its interannual

The following comments on the length and variability of growing

3sons

were made by two panelists disposed toward global cooling:

The changes in the variability or standard deviations Of temperature are a

very clear function of both the double and the secular solar-climatic
cycles. The peak of temperature variability was reached in 816 (the
famous year without a summer, that blew both hot and very cold), t'-ia
180 year counterpart of 1996, the low point on my curve in Question 1.

think it is more likely that the present meridional trend in atmospheric
circulation :(with longer growing seasons) will prevail for a few years, to
be replaced later on by a return to zonal circulation, with shorter growing
I

seasons. Over the 25 years the change might well even out.

Another adherent of global cooling based his response on his curve for
Question I and the "'corresponding :nectations of change of frequency of
blocking and the high variability from year to ycair which goes with it.

Two panelists w
commented that:

lt;c1 toward the

the gro.mg season raiidl iiicr

glohat temperature :scenario

nor lh irf 4(1

1, piobahly
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Flgore- III-4
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little in 30' =40 N. Anomalies of sprit ] and fall season are little known,
but can be significant.

Not knowing what is meant by "present,- the questiorlisvague. Referring
to Question I, it would 4ape,..t- that 25 years will encompass variations in
both directions.
Quoted below are two adherents of global warming:
If one plots growing season

vs.

mean summertime temperature at

mid-continental stations (both of which vary with latitude), one can
corresponds to about -t 10
deduce a rule of thumb that a change of t
days in growing season. In 25 years the mean hemispheric temperature
should rise about l'C, and at middle and higher latitudes the correspond=
ing change should be several times larger. Thus, would foresee a greater
than 10-day increasein growing season at middle and high latitudes.
I

Consistent with a general warming to be anticipated with the CO,
increase, which would be rargest in the high latitudes, I anticipate a higher

-probability of a lengthened grow/it-1g season than that inferred from
doubt that thd'interannual variability o the
climatological averages.
I

growing season length would change by more than 25 percent but such
changes as there may be are slightly more favored to be in the direction of
decrease than otherwise because the CO z increase itself might be
expected to discourage very low temperatures a bit more than now
Two other panelists stressed the difficulty of making any predictions about
growing seasons:

Climate dues not necessarily change in the same sense all along a parallel

of latitude. This, added to the fact that we have no way of telling how it
will change locally, makes it impossible to answer this question.

In my view there is no t,tistically significant evidence to support a
systematic change of the growing season. There willObe fluctuations,
particularly on the short side associated with volcanoes, but they cannot
be forecast.

Notwithstanding the par -lists' collective uncertainty in Question X about,
the growing-season manifestation of temperature variability, one can infer a
tendency to associate greater variability of temperature with extreme global
cooling and less variability with extreme warming. A similar inclination to
less with warming emerges in the
associate more variability with cooling
following discussion on precipitation.
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PRECIPITATION

Questions IV and V of Appendix A dealt respectively with Changes in the
volume and variability of precipitation for three bands of latitude. (Question
V and Question X, on growing seasons, ere the only Ones
t directly
addressed climatic variability.) The two questions on precipitation were
unique in that they were couched in terms of conditional probabilities:
panelists were asked for probabilities of change under the assumption of
three given ranges of temperature changes over the next 25 years.

-Wm

The answers to both questions on precipitation have been summarized in
Figure III-5 to facilitate comparisons of the responses on precipitation
,volume and precipitation variability. The respondents' estimates of the
probabilities of change in precipitation volume and variability inclioa e a high
level of uncertainty not only about the amount of the change but n many
cases even about the direction of the change; this is particularly tale with
respect to possible changes in interannual variability. Keeping this uncertainty in mind, the following cross=scenario and cross latitude highlights can
be identified.

Changes in Precipitation Volume

In Question IV the panelists were asked to provide probabilities of changes
by the year 2000 in mean annual and growing-season precipitation relative to

the "normal" period of 1941-70. The thresholds for "significant" increases
and decreases in precipitation volume were defined as ± 10 percent.

For each combination of global temperature scenario and zone of latitude,
the highest probability was for no major change in annual precipitation (i.e.,
less than 10 percent change). The highest "no change" probabilities (0.6 to
0.7) were found in the "Same" Scenario; in other words,those who opted for
no major temperature changes were, expectedly, the most confident that no
major precipitation changes would occur. But even in the extreme warming
and cooling scenarios, the aggregated responses indicated a probability of
about 0.5 that the precipitation change would be less than 10 percent.
The aggregate responses of the panelists suggest that the highest probability

(0.3 to 0.4) for an increase in annual precipitation would occur under a
warming scenario, especially in the higher middle latitude and subtropical
zones. Conversely, a decrease in precipitation was associated with the cooling

scenarios. A number of respondents commented that this pattern seems
reasonable, based on analogs of previous warm periods, as well as
precipitation results from limited numerical experimentation with general
atmospheric circulation models. But many panelists also noted the limited
46

scientific basis for assessing the probabilities of precipitation changes under
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Figure III 5
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alternative temperature scenarios. One panelist stated: "A careful answer to
this question would require a detailed statistical study. Such a study could
and should be done. To my knowledge it has not been done.-

To summarize, amid the indications of collective uncertainty about the
volume of annual precipitation, there was some tendency to associate
significantly increased precipitation with the two warming scenarios and
significantly decreased precipitation with the two cooling scenarios,
except in the lower mid-latitudes, which exhibit a different pattern. In the
latter zone, the probabilities of significant decreases were about 0.2 in each

scenario. (In the other two bands of latitude, these probabilities show a
regular diminution as one goes from large cooling to large warming.) Also, in
the lower mid-latitudes there were somewhat higher probabilities of

significant increases for the two cooling scenarios than in the other two
zone of latitude.
The results on growing-season precipitation changes were similar to those for

annual precipitation except in the lower mid-latitudes again. For these
latitudes, the probabilities of significantly decreased precipitation are low
but increase monotonically in going from large cooling to large warming,
reaching 0.3 in the latter scenario. This unexplained behavior is the reverse
of that for annual and growing-season precipitation in the other two zones of
latitude.
For all five scenarios, the pattern of annual and growing-season precipitation
probabilities is markedly similar in the subtropical and higher middle
latitudes. If the departure of the lower mid-latitudes from this pattern is real,
,
if it reflects a tendency of nature to maldistribute changes in
thatNsta\
tion,
then it may have some bearing on the question of precipitation
precipi
variability.

Changes in Precipitation Variability

A number of prominent climatologists have stated that world weather
patterns in the near future are very likely to be more unstable, more variable

from year to year, or from one short period of years to the next. In an
attempt to get some probabilistic estimate of t)ikely changes in precipitation
variability, the panelists were asked in 0u' stion V to provide, under
alternative assumptions of temperature change, conditional probabilities of
changes by the year 2000 in the standard deviation of annual and
growing-season precipitation in t,--ree bands of latitude. The threshold for a
significant change in variability was 25 percent of the standard deviations
associated with the past 25 years.
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It should be noted that many of the panelists again commented on the lack
sufficient actuarial experience, comprehensive theories, or adequate
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models to support their estimates. Given this caveat, the aggregate responses

of the panelists indicated a relatively high probability (mostly on the order
of 0.5 to 0.6 with a range from 0,4 to 0.7) that the change in the standard
deviation of the mean annual precipitation, would be less than 25 percent,
irrespective of temperature trends. The second highest set of probabilities

(on the order of 0.3 to 0.4) was assign to a significant increase in
precipitation variability under conditions of large cooling. The probabilities
of significant decreases in variability do not exceed 0.2 except in most of the
warming cases, for which they rise slightly but still remain less than 0.3. In
the two warming scenarios, significant idcreases and significant decreases of
precipitation variability are nearly equiprobable in the range o 0.2 to 0.3. In
the two cooling scenarios, by contrast, the probabilities r significant
increases of variability are higher than those for significant d creases by a
factor of 1.5 to 2.0, but these probabilities are all less than 0.4 except for
one case (growing-season precipitation in the subtropical latitudes).

Within each scenario, latitudinal differences in the probabilities of annual
precipitation variability are negligible, In the case of growing-season
precipitation, the probabilities for significantly increased variability grow
slightly larger with descending latitude in each scenario, while the smaller
probabilities for significantly decreased variability are about equal across the
zones of latitude in each scenario.

Comparing the variabilities of annual and growing-season precipitation, one

notes slightly higher probabilities for significantly increased variability of
growing-season preupitation in the lower mid-latitudes from scenario to
scenario. The same tendency is more marked in the subtropical latitudes.

The only obvious correlation between precipitation variability and trends in
the volume of precipitation is a tendency to associate greater variability with
the perception of decreased precipitation in the two cooling scenarios. There
is a weaker tendency to associate decreased variability with increased
precipitation in the two warming scenarios. These tendencies are manifested
visually by the fact that the plots of the probabilities for changes in annual
precipitation volume and variability are approximate reflections (mirror
images) of each other in the three zones of latitude. This mirror-image
relationship exists to a lesser degree between the plots for changes in
growing-season precipitation volume and variability.
The collective uncertainties about precipitation variability that are apparent
in the panelists' data are also evident in the verbal comments on Question V.
Below are some paraphrases of these comments, which run the gamut of
what could be said about variability:
Less variability with WM r-ning

More variability with cooling
More variability, regardless of temperature cliang-2
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* No radical changes expected

es No cause to believe anything about change in the variability' Of any
meteorological element

Following are a few extracts from the actual comments about climatic
variability in general and precipitation variability in particular. The first
comment is by a panelist who said he had no basis for predicting even global
temperature trends.
A temperature change per so does not imply increased climatic variability.
There is some physical basis for saying that a general coolirfg would imply
increased baroclinic instability and therefore increased temperature

variability and vice-versa. On the other hand, one- might also expect
general cooling to be associated with less atmospheric water vapor, a
weaker hydrologic cycle, and reduced precipitation.

The proposed associations between changes of temperature and of
precipitation variability are difficult areas, on which the necessary
knowledge is further from adequate than with the preceding questions.
This produces the wide spread of probability assessments which I give for
the higher middle latitudes. It may we
be that the phasing of

precipitation variability is more closely correlated with the periods of
changing temperature than with the periods after a temperature anomaly
has been established; if so, the precipitation variability is probably
generally greatest during cooling periods and least during warming periods.

The argument concerning van

ility over time derives primarily from the
suggestion that variability see-- s to have been larger during periods of
climatic deterioration, Le., cold
Since my inference is for temperatures as warm, or warmer, than now by 2000, the precipitation variability
should not tend to increase. Precipitation variability is likely to increase
overall in association with decreasing amounts, especially for convective
regimes.

There seems to have been less variability during the 1945-60 period when

it was warmer than average, but
do not know whether this can be
attributed to the temperature regime or not. It seems intuitively
I

reasonable that a decrease in the equator-pole temperature gradient could
cause

a

more -summertime" condition and

less

variability due to

baroclinic instabilities and blocking pressure patterns.

. decreasing temperature trend will bring more variability, so the next
25 years in mid latitudes should be noticeably more variable than the last
25, In the subtropics probably not as much.
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The 1940-1970 period was unusually uniform in the, perspective of the last
century. There is thus a high probability of more variability regardless of
temperature change .

do not expect any radical changes. The variability is induced by
extreme events. A single tropical storm rintall influences standard
I

deviations for a considerable interval,
.

The standard deviation may not be a very good estimate of the sort of

variability that might have practical implications, For example, proba=
bility of certain extreme events might be more important.

DROUGHT AND MONSOON FAILURE

The last comment in the preceding section suggests the examination of

certain extreme eventsdrought and monsoon failurein the context of
climatic variability. Questions VI, VIII, and (X of Appendix A were
concerned with mid-latitude drought, Asian monsoons, and Sahel Ian
-r,,N3tively. In addition, Question VII (Outlook for 1977 Crop

droueL

guantitative perceptions of the persistence of drought in the
(see Appendix MI
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:;evere droughts do not lend themselves to discussion in strict
interannual climatic variability. Nevertheless, in a broader sense,
and monsoon failure are indicators of climatic variability insofar as
manifestations of spatial and temporal fluctuations in precipitation.

-Id Other Mid Latitude Drought

The approach in Question-11./1 was to ask the panelists for probabilities of the
frequpncy of drought in the United States and other mid-latitudes.

"(fro nt was defined on a one-year basis in terms of crop yields: "A
combination of temperature and precipitation over a period of several
months leading to a reduction in yield of the major crops to a level less than

90 percent of the yield expected with temperature/precipitation near the
long-term average values."' "Frequent" drought was defined as "similar to
early to mid 1930's and early to mid-1950's, "infrequent" drought as
"similar to 1940's and 1960's," and "average" drought as "similar to the
frequency over the longest period of record available." Judgments cm the
occurrence of drought ,\./ere oskecr for each of the time periods 1977-80,
1981 90, and 1991-2000.

'As noted in the footnote
(lefinitions of r mght, mune
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Figure 111-6
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of the
frequency of drought occurrences in the United States during the next 25
years sungests fairly strong su6nortalthough by no means unanimousfor a
quasi-20-year -periodicity, but the cause of this periodicity was clearly in
dispute among the panelists. Thus, in all the scenarios the probabitities of
-frequent" U.S. droughts are fairly high (0.5 to 0.7) for the first and third
periods-1977-80 and 1991-2000. By contrast, the combined probabilities of
"average" and "infrequent" U.S. droughts are high (0.6 to 0.8) in the
intervening 1981-90 period-, ---\ except in the Large Warming Scenario. One
panelist who strongly supporte this scenario gave for each of the three time
periods probabilities of 0.6 to 03 for "frequent" U.S. droughts, reasoning
that 4,000 to 8,000 years ago "when the earth was generally a few degrees
it was markedly more rainy in the subtropics and also
warmer than now .
rainier at mid latitudes in some regions but drier in others. It is notable that
in the central United States, in the lee of the Great Divide, it was generally
drier and the prairie extended nearly to the Appalachians."
Analysis of the panelists' probability estimates (Figure III-6)

.

.

For mid-latitude regions other than the United States, data on the expected

frequency of drought are incomplete, and the responses suggest more
uncertainty and somewhat less support for the quasi-20-year periodicity than
was evident for the United States. The explanatory comments by some of
the panelists specifically noted that the pattern of repetition is not the same

for all mid-latitude regions. Looking at the probabilities for the terminal
1991-2000 period (Figure III=6) one sees an association of more frequent
droughts with the two cooling scenarios and a slight tendency toward more
infrequent droughts in the Large War ming Scenario. These associations are
consistent with and isomewhat stronger than the previously discussed

perceptions that global cooling will tend to be accompanied by drier
conditions and greater preCipitation variability, while global warming will
tend to he accompanied by the opposite precipitation conditions.

Below are some of the panelists' comments on the estimation of drought
frequency in the United States and other mid-latitude regions. These
comments reflect considerable credence in cyclic droughts,
necessarily in a connection of the cycles with solar--actiLyyty.
.

but not

I am not convinced that a solar-drought effect has been demonstrated.

think that the eVidenc:! is mounting that there is a 22-year cycle in
droughts and that it is related to sunspot activity. However, predictions of
I

the relative intensity and regional distribution patterns lie beyond our
scientific knowledge.
While
do not believe that sunspots are related to drought, there
statistical behavior cif drought that 3r_rggrsts a pattern of repetition
I

is a
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Droughts seem to be related to solar influences ... Power spectrum
analysis shows a very notable 22-year rhythm and a weak one near 11
'yearS.

feel confident in saying that the risk of drought in the mid-latitude
in a 20-year cycle. This
judgment on my part is the basis for the rather wide swings of probability
.

.

I

tends to wax and wane quite appreciably
shown in the table

The 20-year periodicity seems to be a well-documented climatic feature,

not only as to Midwestern U.S droughts, but also in North AMerican
winter temperatures, English summer temperatures, and polar mean
temperatures. The expected warming towards the end of the century
would seem to increase the probability of drought

...

The evidence seems to suggest that there is some rough 20= to 22-year

periodicity in droughts in various parts of the High Plains, but that both
the length and location of these droughts varies considerably
There is
less known about the periodicity in other locations than the High Plains,
and in fact, the whole issue of 22-year drought may be nothing more than
a statistical coincidence at one location on earth. I do not believe that the
sunspot hypothesis is demonstrated, because there is insufficient physical
and statistical evidence to lead to that certainty. Yet, I think it is
intriguing and one that requires considerable persistent study to look for
possible causal links.

There appear to he quasi-periodic recurrences of drought in 'many

mid-latitude areasU.S. High Plains, 20 years and South Africa, 20
yearsalthough physical explanations are not yet forthcoming.

I am extrapolating the 20 to 25-year cycle in spite of the fact that we do
riot understand it (and I do not subscribe to the sunspot theory)
.

.

Other panelists alluded to specific mechanisms and other factors os the bases
for their probabilities of middatitude droughts:

would assume that a strongly meridional circulation would continue
into part of the' 1980's, bringing few droughts to the United States and
nir ') other mid latitudes. By the 1990's, the circulation may well revert
to ,
zonality, with more frequent droughts in the UMted States and
I

fewer ,.noughts in the more zonally patterned regions, e.g., Europe, USSR,
and China.

cannot put meaningful figures here without making latitude, meridian,
,end recurrence distinctions, i.e., your term ''frequent'' applies rather to
I
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America, drought prevalence correlates highly negatively between East
Coast and Central Plains by decades.

The quasi-20-year periodicity (which

I

do not think attributable to the

solar cycle) is treated as best established and most important in the United
States. In the United States, as elsewhere in middle latitudes, the drought

frequency seems to me likely to remain higher than in the early part of
the century owing to a longer-term increase of "blocking" frequency,
which I associate with the present tendency of the natural climate towards
Northern Hemisphere (and low latitudes) cooling,
Two panelists who did not furnish numerical estimates for Question VI made
the following comments:
I

have no way of estimating the frequency of droughts except from

a

frequency distribution, which varies from one region to another.

know of no basis for answering the question, Certain statistical facts
could be determined from past records, but to my knowledge this has not
been done. It could most easily be done for tbe--tiSA arm Europe; data
elsewhere may be hard to assemble. The
would give an
I

"average" drought frequency (and range) but would pride no basis for
different estimates in the three [time] periods,
.

Sahelian Drought and Failure of Asian Monsoons.

Questions VIII and IX, on Asian monsoons and -drought in the Sahel, used
the same approach as Question VI (Mid-Latitude Drought), with appropriate
changes

in

the definitions of "frequent," "average," and "infrequent,"

Monsoon failure and Sahellan drought were implicitly defined in terms'of
the reference periods used to specify the three levels of frequency. About as

many panelists provided numerical estimates on the Sahel as did on
mid latitude drought, but fewer responded c,n monsoon failure. One panelist
who did venture an estimate on monsoons .commented that "for other than
monsoon scholars, this is a real guessing game."
In Figures III-6 and 111=7, the panelists' probability estimates of the
frequency of drought in the Sahel or failure of the Asian monsoons do not

show the periodic pattern that was indicated for the United States,
general, the panelists' comments on Questions VIII and IX reflected a
consistency with their rationales for responses on other climatic elements.
Thus, one sees, (si-!cially for the 1991-2000 period, the previously noted
general tendency to associate dry and more variable ("frequent" Sahelian
droughts and monsoon failures) with giobal coohaq, and a weaker tendency
to associate wet and less variable (''--infrequent" Sahelian droughts and
monsoon failures) with rjiohul warm 79. These generalizations about Figures
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Figure 111-7
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.
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III-6 and III-7 are subject to obvious exceptions and to almost complete
uncertainty in the Moderate Warming Scenario. In this scenario there were
either insufficient data to warrant processing or virtually equal probabilities
for -frequent,:' "average," and "infrequent" occurrences of Sahelian
drought and monsoon failures.

CONCLUSIONS ON CLIMATIC VARIABILITY

The five climate scenarios and associated data in Chapter I bear out and
partially quantify climatologists' conflicting perceptions of global temperature and precipitation trends. Less evident is the degree to which the climate
scenarios and data support the more commonly accepted view that the earth
may be in for -a period of increased olimatic variability, whatever the
temperature trend.
I

Given the
mate panelists' diverse comments about variability and some
tendency to ssociate greater variability of precipitation and length of

growing season witr- global cooling, but less variability with warming, it
cannot Le said that the responses to the climate questionnaire corroborate
the existence of general agreement about the onset of increased climatic
variability. As -partial reflections of the panelists' perceptions of future

climate, these data could not provide direct, quantitative evidence of
increasing claiatic variability. The direction' and magnitude of trends are
obviously in dispute. The nature and extent of future climatic variability are
more obscure and hence less amenable to quantification. It may be that the
panelists were unaccustomed to thinking about variability in terms of the
standard deviation (for which, in any case, historical data are not generally

available). On the other hand, the cutoffs for a "significant" change in
variability (±25 percent of the standard deviation) may have been too high.
That is, a loWer cutoff might have elicited higher probabilities of still
significant variability.

One climatologist who reviewed the climate scenarios has an interesting
conjecture about the tendency of the panelists not to predict significant
changes in climatic variability. The conjecture is that some respondents may
perceive that the world has already entered a period of increased variability,
and, for that reason, do not expect any further major increase in the next 25
years. This conjecture
y be tenable for Question X on growing seasons,
where the panelists were o compare future variability with that of the
-preSetit.- It is less tenable for Question V on precipitation variability,

where the climatologists wer asked to reference their estimates to the
previous 25-year period.
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One panelist pointed out the importance of distinguishing climate variability
and fluctuations with respect to'clifferent time scales:

There are two pertinent time ranges of variability, between weeks,
months, and seasons within the year (like the temperature and rainfall
extreme variations of the past yearsevere droughts of a season or two,
reversing the next year, what I call hit-and-run droughts, which pertain to
shifting of the wave pattern in strong zonal circulation), and long-term
droughts over periods of years (like our Midwest droughts of the 1930's

and 1950's which go with weak zonal circulation or strong blocking
patternsstrong nonseasonal systemspersisting from year to year). I feel
that at the present time the westerlies are shifting from the higher middle

towards lower middle latitudes, bringing with them more of the
rtemporary but severe hit-and-run type of drought and severe cold
(probably early and late killing frosts), whereas the higher middle latitudes
(particularly Canada) from which the westerlies are being displaced, and

the subtropical latitudes (from which the subtropical high tends to
displace the tropical easterly rainbelt) are likely to suffer increased
incidence of the long-term type of drought and cold (Canada) and heat
(subtropics). Thus, I find Question V hard to answer, but I have done so

specifically with respect to the short-term month-to-month type of
variability, the hit-and-run variety which ikreflected in the length of the
growing season.

Another respondent questioned use of the standard deviation in certain
areas:

The standard deviation is not an adequate measure of variability ,where
there is zero or near-zero precipitation. In semi-arid climates (and much of
the world's grain fields have a semi-arid climate) the frequency elistrib
e precipitation is very skewed ... and other measure's,- -e.g.,
tion d
Maund s index of variability should be used.
Along this line of using other measures to get more directly at the impact of
climate fluctuations, one recalls the panelist who commented (page 51) that
the probability of certain extreme events might be more important than the
standard deviation in estimating the sort of variability which has practical

implications. The latter panelist also pointed out a serious 4ifficulty

in

dealing with any aspect of future climate by observing that "future climaticchanges, especially if related to human activities, need not follow the same
probabilities as in the past
Given the generally accepted econo

climatic fluctuations and variability, a
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c social, and political importance of
lonal efforts should be made to

develop methoefblogies that can quantify climatologists' perceptions of past,
current, and future climatic variability. Such efforts could shed light on the
research needed to clarify what nature will do, as contrasted to whabcertain
,14
experts believe it will do.

APPENDIX A

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTIONS
A. Attadied is a set of 10 major questions, some of which have several pacts. The times_ pan for

the questions varies fern the relatively near term (the outlook for the 1977 crop eason) to the
climate by the end of this century. All individual answers will be held in strict confidence. The
aggregation and quantitative analysis of the responses will be made available to all Participants and
will be included in the final report.

We would appreciate your answering all of the questions in their present form. Your subjective
responses may be used to generate another set of questions and to build a set of future climate
scenarios. If, in reviewing and answering' hese questions, you feel strongly that a particular question
should be rephrased or additional questions included, you are invited to add your comments or
additional questions on extra pages.
B.

In questions referring to latitudinal belts, the following definitions apply:
POLAR latitudes
MIDDLE latitudes

Higher middle
Lower middle
SUBTROPICAL latitudes

gib,

65' to 90°
30' to 65'
45' to 65'

30' to 45',
10" to no

C. For each of the 10 major questions, using the self- rating definitions provided below, please
indicate your level of su antive expertise.

D. Please identify those other respondents whomeyou would rank as EXPERT (5) or QUITE
AM I LIAR (4) in responding to each of the questions.
E. Guidance for self-ranking expertise:

5) EXPERTYou should consider yourself an4expert if you belong to that small community
le who currently study, work on, and dedicate themselves to the subject matter. Typically,
of p
you know who else works in this area; you know the US and probably the foreign literature; you
attend conferences and seminars on the subject, sometimes reading a paper and sometimes chairing

the sessions; you are most likely to have written up and/or published the results of your work. If
the National Science Foundation, National Academy of Sciences, or a similar organization were to
convene a seminar on this subject, you would expect to be invited, or, in your opinion, you should
be invited. Other experts in this field may disagree with your views but invariably-respect your
judgment; comments such as "this is an excellent person on this subject" would be typical when
inquiring about you.
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR QUESTIONS (Continued)

(4) QUITE FAMILIARYou are quite familiar with the subject matter either if you were an
expert some time ago but feel somewhat rusty now because other assignments have intervened (even
though, because of therprevious interest, you have kept reasonably abreast of current developments

in the field); or if yo4re in the process of becoming an expert but still have some way to go to
achieve mastery of the subject; or if your concern is with integrating detailed developments in the
area, thus trading breadth of understanding for depth of specialization.

(3) FAMILIARYou are familiar with the subject matter if you know most of the arguments
advanced for and against some of the controversial issues surrounding this subject, have read a
substantial amount about it, and have formed some opinion about it. However, if someone tried to
Irvin you down and have you explain the subject in more depth, you would soon have to admit that
your knowledge is inadequate to do so.

(2) CASUALLY ACQUAINTEDYou are casually acquainted with the subject matter if you
at least know what the issue is about, have read something on the subject, and/or have heard a
debate about it on either a major TV or radio network or an educational channel.

1) UNFAMILIARYou are unfamiliar with the subject matter if the mention of it
encounters a veritable blank in your memory or if you have,. heard of the subject, yet are unable t
say anything meaningful about it.
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
GLOBAL TEMPERATURES
Shown below is a historical record of changes in the annual mean temperature during the past
century for the latitude band, 0=80°N.

CHANGE ( °C) IN ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE, 0-80 N. )_ATITUDE
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.2
18 60

1880

1900

1920

1940

YEAR

1960

1980

'20( 0

Source: Mitchell, NOAA

On the graph shown above, indicate your estimate of the general future course of the change in
mean annual temperature (for 0-80' N. Lat.) to the year 2000 by:
drawing a temperature change path to the year 2000 so that you estimate only 1 chance
in 10 that the path could be even lower

drawing a change path to the year 2000 so that you estimate an even cha4e that he path
could be either lower or higher
drawing a change path to the year 2000 so that you estimate 1 chance in 10 that he path
could be higher
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I.

GLOBAL TEMPERATURES

In the space below, state your line of reasoning for the family of lines you have drawn,
referencing if you wish, articles you or other scientists have written that clearly state your position
on this subject.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.
5

3=2-1

Again using the self-ranking gu de, please identify -thole other respondents whom you

would rate as "expert (5)"

"quite familiar (4)" in their answer to this particular

question.

EXPERT (5)
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QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
IL

T1MPERATURE

Pleasifill in each block of the matrix below with your estimate of the probability of the
change (° C) iytthe annual temperature by the year 2000, as 6-6mpared with 1970-75, for the
regions

PROBABILITY

TEMPERATURE CHANGE ( °C)
Cooling

More than

No Change"

Warming

1.0

0.5"-lto
1.0"'

0 'to 0.5'. 0°to 0.5"

0.5° to
1.0°

More than
1.0°

Cooler

Cooler

Cooler

Warmer

Warmer'

Warmer

Total
Probability

No. Hem, polar lartudes

1.0

No, Hem. higher m d latitudes

1.0

No. Hem. lower, mid latitudes

1.0

No. Hem. subtropical latitudes

1.0

So. Herd, subtropical latitudes

1.0

So. Hem. lower mid latitudes

1.0

So. Hem. higher mid latitudes

1.1

So. Hem. polar latitudes

.1.0

If you fudge that there is a significant probability that the temperature change in some latitudinal belt may
exceed 1.0°(either cooler or warmer), please indicate the level of change expected along with the probability
estimate.
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II.

TEMPERATURE

For the preceding major question, please state the line of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or other
scientists iiave written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.

5-4-3-271
Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you

would rate as "expert (5)" or "quite familiar (4)" in their answer to this particular
question.

EXPERT (5)
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QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE

CARBON DIOXIDE, TURBIDITY, AND CLIMATE

III.

Carbon dioxide, atmospheric particles, etc., have different effects on the atmosphere and do

not have the same relative importance in their influence. Indicate the relative weight (using
percentages) of each of the factors identified

elow in influencing global climate over the next 25

years.

Relative Weight
(Percentage)

Carbon Dioxide
Fluorocarbons and other gases
Smoke

Volcanic dust
Other Particles (aerosols)

Sum: 100%
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
III. CARBON DIOXIDE, TURBIDITY, AND CLIMATE

For the preceding major question, please state the line of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a'separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.

5-4-3-2-1
Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you

would rate as "expert (5)" or "quite familiar (4)" in their answer to this particular
question.

EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)
z

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
IV.

PRECIPITATION

1. Under the alter rive assumptions of a temperature change as shown, please fill in each
block of th,=. following m trix with your estimate of the probability of change in the mean annual
precipitation by he year 2000, as compared with the 1941-70 -normal pattern, for..the- regions

shown.
2. In your judgment, would these probability estimates be equally as valid for growing season
precipitation as for annual totals? (yes D; no D) If not, please indicate the-appropriate probability

estimates for changes in growing season precipitation.
3.

In many parts of the earth the annual isotherms-and annual isohyets tend to run parallel to

eat other. In North America, however, as Newman and Pickett dpscribe in a 6 December 1974
Science article, the effect of the Rocky Mountains range causes the annual isotherms and isohyets
to run at approximately 90° to each other, particularly in the midContinental grasslands region, (See
their map_ below.) South America is similar to North America in this respect due to the Andes.
Newman and Pickett note that:

In terms

of agricultural production,

these climatic features give an advantage to
=

NORTH

AMERICA

20'

35 F

the NawWorld continents. The mean annual
isotherms and isohyets, because they are not
parallel in the vast grassland climatic areas of
the Americas, allow a favorable water balance

to be extended over very broad areas in the

north-south direction. Also, they allow for

40 F

agricultural production areas to be less
stratified in a north-south direction than they

Fr

50 F

are in the Eurasian continent, and ensure
against a slight mean seasonal shift in the
prevailing westerly flow; thus, they ['educe

60 F

/0 F

20'

climatic risk=
30r

q
Would these characteristics of the Western Hemisphere region significantly alter your estimates of
probability of precipitation change as given in parts 1 and 2 above? If your estimates for North.and
Stith America are significantly different ftorp those of the broad latitudinal bands, please indicate
he magnitude of these differences in the comments at the end of this question.
.
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PROBABILITY OF PRECIPITATION CHANGE
Increase by
10% or more"'

".No h-ange"

Decrease by

.(Less than t 10%)

10% or mdre*.

Total
Probability

Growing

*Growing,
axon

Season

Assuming temp.
increase of
0.5°C or more

higher midlatitudes

s lower midtatitudes

subtropical
latitudes
Assuming_ temp.

change of
less than
'± 0.5°C

higher midlatitudes

- lower mid-.
latitudes
subtropical
latitudes
Assuming temp
decrease of

0.5°C or
more

higher mid:
latitudes

1,0.

lower midlatitudes

1_0 -

subtropical
latitudeS

'1.0

1.0

`If you judge that there is a significant probability that the precipitation change in some la
al belt may exceed
10% (increase or decrease), please indicate the level of precipitation change expected alo with the probability
4'
estimate; also, if the temperature change assumed exceeds 1,0't, please so indicate.
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CLIMATE QIJE STIONN IRE-

IV, PRECIPITATION
For the prepeding major question, please stets the line of reasoning for your r spon5e,
adding any amplifying .remarks as you detire; or referencing articles you ,Ctr-other
scientists have written 'that state your position on this subject. Please use the sp-ace
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self4anking definitions Provided in the instructionc,--ffease indicate your level
'of substantive expertise on this major question.
Again using he self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you,

wciuld rate as "expert (5)- or "quite fimiliar (4)" in their answer to this particulir
-question.

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

9
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TE QUE
QUESTIONNAIRE

i'FIC1PIXATION VARIABILITY

',The report of

climate/food con erence in Bellagio, Italy,

June 1975 includes this

tement:

Temperature ,change per se is not the most serious potential

climatic threat to food p roduction: There is a pblity that
associated with the temperature changes, there- will be increased
such variability increases the
climatic variability:- Particularly
fluctuations of precipitation, it poses threats to agricultural
production.
4
-The climatologists participating in the conference aimed tkat:
1. Climatic variabilityregion by region and from year to year
in particular regionsis 'and will contifice to be great, resulting in

substantial- variability in crop yields in the face of increasing global
food needs and short supplies;

2. There is some cause to believealthough it is far from
certainthat climatic variability in the remaining years of this
century will be even greater than during the 1940-1970 period.

Under the alternative assumptions o temperature change as shown, please fill in each block
of the matrix below with your probability timate that the standard deviation of the mean annual

precipitation will change by the indicated amount over The next 25 years, as compared with the
average for the previous 25-year period.
2. In your judgment, would, these-probability estimates be equally as valid for variability in
grow7g season precipitation as for annual totals? (yes 0; no D) If not, please indicate the

appropriate probability estimates for changes in variability of growing season precipitation.

3. As noted in part 3 of Question IV above, mountain ranges in North and South America
cause the annual isotherms and isohyets to run at approximately 900 to each other in major regions
of these continents. If because of these characteristics, your estimates of the probability of change
in precipitation variability in North and South America are significantly different from those of the
broad latitudinal bands, please indicate the magnitude of these differences- in the comments at the
-end of this question.
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- CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE

PROBABILITY OF CHANGE IN. PRECIPITATION VARIAWCITY

...
Lessthan
± 25% change
in
n s.d.

Increaseriry

s.d. by

5:.

of mor
Growing
Annual

'

Season

Decrease in
-

or more -

Growing

Annu0

Season

Total
Probability

s.d. by
25%,
.

Growing

Annual'

Season

Growing
Annual

Season

Assuming temp.
increase of
0.5° or morehigher midlatitudes

,

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

I

lower mid-

I-

latitu es
sUbt opical
latitudes

Assuming temp.
change of less

than I- 0.5° C
higher midlatitudes

lower midlatitudes

1.0

subtropical
latitudes

1.0

Assuming temp.
decreSse of

0.5°- C or more
higher mid=
latitudes

1,0

1.0

latitudes:

1.0

1_0

subtropical
latitudes

1.0

1.0

lower mid_ :

If you judge that there is a significant probability that the change in standard de ation may ex6eed 25%
(increase or decrease), please indicate the level of the change expected along with
e probability estimate;
also, if the temperature change assumed exceeds 1.0°C, please so indicate.
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gLINIATEQUEST-IONNAR:
V. : PRECIPITATION VARIABILITY

the preceding major question, please state the line of reasoning for your response,

a ding 'any -amplifyirig remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or Other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the ,spade
proVided below or "a separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.

Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents-Wham you

would rate as "expert (5)" or "quite familiar (4)" in their answer to this particular
question.

EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)
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VI.

MID-LATITUDE DROUGHT

At a 1975 climatic change symposium at the:University of North Carolina, Hurd Willett briefly
described the drought pattern of the 1930-1970 period as follows: _

The warm decade of the_-thirties witnessed the mosdsevere
droughts of the century, in the early to mid-thicities, in many regioni
of the 35' -5Cr latitude belt, notably the dust boWl in our western
plains, the Russian droughts that triggered liquidation of the Kulaks)
severe drought, in southern Australia, and in other parts of the world
Note that these droughts occurred in marginal -midcontinental as
opposed to east coastal regions.

The forties were in general a decade of generous rains in the
drought regions of the thirties, but with a tendency to substantial
deficiency in east coastal regions. .

The early to° mid-fifties, like the thirties, were a markedly dry
----period- --in___the -marginal interior continental "regions, notably the

American iduthwestern plains. Severe drough(was restricted to
latitudes equatorWard of 400. Againthere was a notable tendency to
east coastal wetness.

The sixties were like thkforties, a decade- of generous rainfall in

the marginal interior contirkentaliregions of middle latitudes, but
with some record dry -years in extensive_east coastal regions. During
the sixties and early seventies, the deveblopment of severe drought

occurred in the middle and lower subtropics; notably in so6thern
Asia and Africa (Sahelian area).

Willett relates the drought occurrences to a solar-climatic hypothesis of climatic fluctUation,

based on an observed relationship between solar and 'climatic cycles, but recognizing that
quanlitative physical explanations are as yet nonexistent.

4. With this statement as background, plus your own knowledge and interpretation of past
events, please fill in each block of the matrix below with your estimate `cif the probability of
frequency of drought occurrence, for global mid-latitude continental areas.

iffe
es for the United States be significantiy, drent
2. Would your estimates
mid-latitude continental area
and other mid-latitudes.

r6m o

(yes E; no 0) If so, please indicate probabilities sepaately for X.I.

r

[- CLIMATE QUOTIONNAIRE
MID-LATITUDE-DROUGHT-FREQUENCY-OF DROUGHT*
"Frequent " -i.e.,

similar to early to
Time
period

raid- 1930's and early
to mid- 1950's

"Average"-i.e.,
similar to the
frequency over
the longest period
of record available

.

"I nf requent"i.e., similar to
1940's and 1960's

Total
Probability

.
.

Other midUS

US

-Other midlatitudes

.

US

Other midlatitudes

US

'

Other midlatitudes

1977
.

-

to
1980

1.0
'

to

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0 -r

1990

1

to

.

2000

-*There are almost

infinite number of definitions of drbu - norfetitwhith.are copletely
m
satisfactory_ Drought
--.
is defined here as ill the December 1973 report to the Ad nistrator of °AA; 3770: influence of Weather and
,
Climate on United States Grain Yields:, Bumper -Cfo
roughts: A: c
ion :of temperaturer and
precipitation over a period of several months leading to a reduction in yield of the ajor crops to a level less than
90% of the yield expected with temperature/precipitation near the long-term a
values." It should be
recognized, however, that yields usually are quoted on a harvested acre basis. In drought years there tends to be
much larger abandonment of crops as well as some deviation in expected yield.
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CLIMAT QUESTIONNAIRE

VL MID-LATITUDE DRIbupHT
For- the preceding major question, please state t e Fine of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying rerrLarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or 'other
scientists have written that state your position op this subject. Please use the space
Provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.
Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you

.woqld rate as -expert (5)- or '!quite farnilar (4)" in their answdr to this particular
,question.

EXPERT.

)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR

VI L

The hibh plains of the. United States (that area apprOximately 400 miles wide, centered on
101° west longitude from Mexico to Canada) has experienced lower than normal` precipitation and
attendant drought conditions approximately every 20 to 22 years, i.e., the 1930's, Mid-1950's.

The chart below shows the 75-year record of summer average temperature and rainfall in the
five major wheat producing states of the United States. The drought period of the 1930's dust bowl rt
and the generally favorable conditions afler the late 1950's show clearly.
FIVE "WHEAT BELT" STATES, (Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska South Dakota, and Wirth Dakota)

'HIGH YIELD ERA

DUST BOWL ERA
I

SUMMER RAINFALL

SUMMER TEMPERATURE

YEAR

1910,t

1900

1920

1930

1940

1950

1970
1960
Source7 D. Gilman, NOAA

Low soil moisture levels in a number of stes in the U wheat and corn belts this past fall and
winter have raised considerable concern over prospects for the 1977 harvest.

1. With thd above information as background plus any supportive evidence or hypotheses you
may have developed as aids in forecasting, please fill in each block of the follow* matrix with
your probability estimate of weather conditions to be expedted in /1977that would result in the
yield changes indicated_
(
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VII. -

OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR

Probability of Yield. Change Due to Weather
(Re [give to Recent Trend Levels)
Decrease

Decrease'

Decrease

more than

10% to -

15%

15%

-or increase
less than,
1O%

Increase

more than
10%-

Total
Probability

US winter wheat belt2

1.0

US spting wheat belt

1.0

US corn belt4

.0

Implies drought`- conditions similar to the 1930's.
2Six states

Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado count for about 50
percent of winter wheat pr'aduction and have the most variable yields. Th 1976 total US winter
wheat yield Was almost 32 bushels per acre, or about 8% below an estima d trend (1950-1976)
value. In the 1970.76 period, the maximum deviations from that 1950-1976 rend line were +11%
in 1971 and -12% in 1974.-

'Five states Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and Idahoaccount for about 90
percent of spring wheat production. The 1976 total US spring wheat yield was 27 bushels per acre,_
or about 7,.% below an estimated trend (1950-106) value. In the 1970-76 period, the maximumdeviations from that 1950-1976 trend line were +17%1 1971 and -20% in 1974.

'Nine states Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota, and
Wisconsinaccount for-about 80 percent of corn production. The 1976 total US corn yield was 87
bushels] per acre, or about 5% below an estimated trend (1.950-1976) value..In the 1970-76 period,
the maximum deviations from that 1950-76 ,trend I ine_were +15% in 1972`and -20% in 1974.

2. Should a severe drought occur in 1977 -, dmila to the early to mid-4'930's, what is the
probability that it will persist for:

Probbility
less than 2 years
b)

(c)\

2 but less than 4 years
4 years or more
1.0
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VII.'

OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR
3. There appears to be a correlation with high plains drought conditions and solar activity, i.e.,

the double or 22-year sunspot Ode, .although as Walter On Roberts noted in congressional
vstimony in MA/ 1976, -"There is no plausible explanation of how this [sunspot activity] could
affect the weather of the high plains.- Roberts also commented that "Most of the world's droughts,
howevet, show no recognizable recurrtnce pattern. They appear to occur at random in time and
!option, thOugh they often persist ,for.live years or more in a giiren region." Would you expect to
find a correlation between drought conditions and solar activity on a global basis similar to that
which appears fa- have been identified for the US high plains? (yes 13; no D) Please amplify you ?..
answer if you desire.

4: In view of the dry conditions noted above in parts of the United States and the resultant
concern over prospects for US crops this. year, plus the generally less than optimum level of world
grain reserves, the prospects for harvests in other major grain producing areas of:the world are also
of concern.

Based on any evidence available to you on current conditions, or hypotheses you may have
developed as aids in forecasting, please fill in the following tables with your probability estimates Of

weather conditions to be expected in 1977 that would result in the total grain yield changes
*indicated for the given countries.
A.

USSR: Probability of total grain yield change due to weather (relative to recent trend
levels)

Probability
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Decrease more than 20%1
Decrease 10% to 20%
Decrease or increase less than 10%
Increase more than 10%
0

1

implies severe drought conditions similar to those in 1963, 1965, and 1975. For total So?iet graih
yields in the 1970-76 period, the maximum deviations from a 1950-1976 trend line were +22% in
1973 and -28% 410975.
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.

VII.

OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR

.INDIA: -Pr sbability of ,total grain yield change due to weather (relative to recent trend
levels)

Probability
(a)

Decrease more than 10%'

(b)
(c)
(d)

Decrease 5% to 10©%

Decrease or increase less thar-%
Increase more than 5%
1.0

'Implies drought conditions similar-to or even more severe than in 1957, 1965, and 1966. For total
Indian grain yields in the 19/0-76 period, the maximum deviations from a 1950 -1976 'trend:line
were +8% in 1972 and about -7% in 1974 and 1976.

CANADA: Probability of total grain yield change due to weather (relative to recent
trend levels)

Probability
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Decrease more 'than 25 %'
Decrease 10% to 25%
Dedrease or increase less than 10%
Increase more than 10%
1.0

Implies drought conditions similar to or even more severe than in 19§1. For total Canadian grain
yields in the 1970-76 period, the maximum deviations from a 1950 -1976 trend line were +14% in
1970 and -16% in 1974.
D.

AUSTRALIA: Probability of total grain yield change due to weather (relative to recent,
trend levels)

Probability
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Decrease more than 25 %'
Decrease 10% to 25%
Decrease or increase less than 10%
Increase more than 10%
1.0

' Implies drought conditions similar to or even more severe than 1957 and 1972. For total
Australian grain yields in the 1970-76 period, the maxi-mum deviations from a 1950-1976 trend
line were +10% in 1974 and -27% in 1972.
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VII.

OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR
N.;

ARGEItITINA: Probability of otal grain yield %hang due to weather (relative to regetft
trend levels)

Probapility
(a)

(b)
(c)

Decrease more than 15%'
Decrease Id% to 15%
Decrease or increase less than 10%
Increase more than 10%
--r

1.0

severe than in 1968. For total oirgenline4-Arain
lo Implies 'drought,eonditions similar to of even
yields in the '1970-76 period, the maximum deviations from a 1950-1976 trend line were +14%

in 4974 and -14% in 1972.

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
L

*-*- VII./ OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR

For the preceding major question,

ease state the I ine of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying remarks as 'you desire, or -referencing articles you or other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use -the space.
provided below or a separate sheet.

L

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the i
of substantive.exper'tise on this major question.

actions, please indicate your level

5-4-3-2-1
Again using the self-,ranking guide; please identify those other respondents

ham you

would rate as "expert (5) or "guile familiar (4)" in their answer to this particular
question.

'EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE

VIII.

ASIAN MONSOONS

PE CENTAGE OF WEATHER STATIONS HAVING LESS THAN 'HALF NORMAL RAINFALL

2,0

w

10

0

1900

1940

1920

1960

Source: Reid Bryson

Shown above.is a chart by Reid Bryon showing the trends in the percentage of weather
stations in northwest India reporting less than half the norrnal annual rainfall in a given year
(overlapping 10:year averages).

With this information as background,, plus your iown knowledge and interprptation of past
patterns in India, please fill in each block of., the following matrix with your estimate of the
probability of frequency of monsoon failures in northwest India.
0'

2. In your judgment, would Charts for (a) otheli" parts of India and (b) other summer monsoon
regions in Asia show a similar pattern to that of northwest India (not necessarily using "less than
_half of normal annual rainfall- as a cutoff point)? (yes 0 no 0) If you judge that other regions of
bilitis
India or monsoon. Asia would have a different pattern, pleaseincii5ate the appropriate pr
in the following matrix.
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VIII.

AsjANMONSOONS

FREQUENCY OF MONSOON FAILURE

Time
Period
'-'

"Frequent" =i.e., similar
to 1900-1925 period
.

"Average" -i.e., similar
to the frequency over
the longest period of

'
"Infrequent" -i.e similar Total
to 1930-1960 periOd

record availab e
NW

India

Other

Other

India 'Monsoon
Asia

NW

India

Other
India

Othe r

Monsoon
Asia

,-,

NW

India

,

1

Probability ----

Other, NN!f

Other
Monsoon
India
Asia

India

Other
India

1.0

1.0:

Other
Monsoon
Asia'

1977

r-*

to

1.0

1980
1981

.

to
- 1990
-

-

1.0

,

1991

',.to

1°.0

.

1.0

.

2000,

-

(
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1.0

1.0

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE

VIII. ASIAN MONSOONS
For the preceding major question, please state the line of reasoning for yoCir response,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self- ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive- expertise on this major question.

5-4-3-2-1
Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you

would rate as "expert (5)" or "quite fa -tiller (4)" in their answer to this particular
question.

EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
IX.

_

SAHEL DROUGHT

4

30

E

0

1'0

C

20
30
40

0

945

1955

950

1960

1965

1970

Year

The above chart shows percentage deviations of the 5-year running means of annual rainfall

from the 1931-60 mean for five stations in the SahelGao and Tessa lit in Mali; Atar and
Nouakchott in Mauritania; and Agadez in Niger. (From Bunting, et. al, in Nature, February 20,
1975-,

asad

on Winstanley's data in Nature September 28, 1973.)

The above chart is consistent with National Academy of Science data shown below for five
other stations in the Sahel. (From Michael Glantz in his Value of a Reliable Long-Range Climate
Forecast for the Sahel, May

1976.)

Previous Extremes of Rainfall *

Runs of years of particularly high rainfall in ZONE 2 (Sahel)
Individual
Rainfall as % of 1931-1960 Mean
Years
1929-1931
1952 -1955
1957-1962

itk
'106

109
117
112

116
106

-

121

114

.105

108
107

102

106

duns of years, Of particularly low rainfaA in ZONE 2 (Sahel)`

Individual"
Years

1912.1915
1940-1944
1947:1449
1968-1973

85
80
83
72

4

Rainfall as %- of 1931-1960 Mean
94
55 ,
78
101
76
82
93
. 64
74
98
97

73

69

65

*National Acadey.of'Sciences, Arid Lands of Sub-Saharan Africa: Appendices (Washington, DC,
1975), p. 155. Zone 2 rainfall stations were as follows: iamey and Zinder (Niger), Sokoto, Kano,
and Maidurgu-ri (Nigeria).
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
IX.

SAHEL DROUGHT

With this information as background, plus your knowledge and interpretation of the Sahelian
drought patterns, please fill in each block of the matrix below with your estimate of-the probability
of frequency of droUghts in the Sahel.
FREQUENCY OF DROUGHT
"Average" -i.e.,
similar to the
frequency over
the longest
period of record

"Frequent" -i e.
Time
Period

similar to 194
1950 and 186
1973 periods

"Infrequent -i.e.,
similar to
1950-1965 period

-Total

Probability

available

1977
to

1.0

1950

.

1981

to'
1990

1.0
.

1991

to
2000
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1.0

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE

IX, SAHEL DROUGHT
For the preceding major question, please state the line of reasoning for your resporpe,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or 'other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self=ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise on this major question.

- 5-4-3-2-1
Again using the self-ranking guide, please identify -those other respondents whom Ow
would rate as -expert (5)- or "quite, familiar (4) in their answer to this particula
question.

EXPERT,(5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
X:

LENGTH OF GROWING SEASON

Professor Hubert Lamb has stated: "The average growing season in England for the coldest
decade. of theilast 300 years seems to have bee- n almost a month shorter than in 1930-60 . .. The
differenges of prevailing temperature in the English lowland districts have meant changes of 10 to
20 days(in the average length of the grouting season in different decades since 1870. The shortening
by 9 to 10 days, since the warmest decades (1930's-40's) continues into the 1970's owing to the
cold springs and, in the last year .01-, Iwo, colder autumns also." (Appendix A of report ckir
Rockefeller Foundation-sponsowl conference in Bellagio, Italy, J ne 1975.))
Walter Orr-Roberts has stated that In the USSR growin seasons are now erhaps lo gays to
2 weeks shorter than in 1940-50." (House hearings on National Climate Program, May 20, 1976.)

In Wiscansin, however, the abstract of a paper to be presented at an AMS meeting in April
1977 reports that:

Analysis of growing season records from stations representative

of each of Wisconsin's nine climatic divisions indicates that the
growing season became cooler and shorter from 1958 to, the
mid-1960's. Subsequently, the same records hibit aveneral trend
toward warmer and longer growing sea3ons t rough 1973 in spite of

a continued fall in mean annual hemispheric " temperature and
1Ldeterioratin

rowing weather elsewhere.

'Reduction in the length of the growing season, }particularly in the higher middle latitudes,
might require certain crops to be groWn farther south than some areas where they are now grown
and might require substitution of ;Hier maturing varieties in Some areas which could -rOuce crop
yields.

fn your judgment, what is ti-Cprobability of the following changes in the mean length of
the growing season in the higher middle latitudes during the next 25 years as compared with the

/

present:

Probability
a.

b.
c.

Significant increase (say by 10 days or rr;ore)
Change of less than -±10 days,
Significant decrease (say by 10 days or'more)'
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
9

X.

LENGTH/ OF GROWING SEASON
4

2. An analysis of the length of the frost-free season

ago indicated a standard_ deviation' of about 16 to 17

u F.1 in Iowa done a numb& of years
ays.

In your judgment, what is the

probability of a significant change in the inter-annual variabili v in the lengeT of the growing seasons
in the higher middle latitudes during the next 25 years as compared,with the present:

Probability
Significa'nt increase (say a 25% increase in the:
standard deviation)
Change of less then ±-25% in the standard deviation
Significant decrease (say a 25% decrease in the
standard deviation)
.0
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CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
X.

GTH OF GROWING SEASON

For tie preceding major question,' please state the line of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise -ion this major question.

5-4-3-2j1
Again using f self 4nking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you
would rate as "expert (5)- or -"quite -familiar (4)" in their answer. to this 'parxicular
question.

EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

4

CLIMATE QUESTIONNAIRE
X.

GTH OF GROWING SEASON

For tie preceding major question,' please state the line of reasoning for your response,

adding any amplifying remarks as you desire, or referencing articles you or other
scientists have written that state your position on this subject. Please use the space
provided below or a separate sheet.

Using the self-ranking definitions provided in the instructions, please indicate your level
of substantive expertise -ion this major question.

5-4-3-2j1
Again using f self 4nking guide, please identify those other respondents whom you
would rate as "expert (5)- or -"quite -familiar (4)" in their answer. to this 'parxicular
question.

EXPERT (5)

QUITE FAMILIAR (4)

4

10$

,

q,

11.1:
1,14

,

.

4P,

'
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APPENDIX B

OUTLOOK FOR 1977 CROP YEAR &
11-1EPERSISTENCE OF DROUGHT
1977, the climatology panelists prdvided
estimates for t: s expedted crop Oeld change-due to weather in 1977-4or the
following U.S. 'crops: winter wheat, spririg wheat, ar d corh, The lu'rfrimary of
their re§ponses to Question V I follows:

During the mo th of April

I

Table B-1

PROBABILITY erF YIELD CHANGE DUE TO WEATHER,
(Relative to recent mind levels)*

U.S. vvint=er wheat belt
U.S. sOring wheat belt
U.S., corn belt

0

0 '2

ci _c _c

--

0,1

0.4
0,2
0.2

0.4
0.5
0.5

0.1

0.2
0.1

'

0.1

0.2

t
The 12 October 1977 U.S. Department of Agriculture yield estim tes for
these crops were as. follows (figures in parentheses are the per entage
deviations from an estimated 1950-76 trend value extrapolated.to 197

)

Table B-2

USDA YIELD ESTIMATES
U.S. winter wheat
staring wheat
U.S. corn

-31.5 bu/acre
27.6 bu/acre

(-9'%)
(-6%)

90'.8 bu /acre

(:3%)

The panelists-relative pessimism in the estimates for wheat, particatkrly the
vvintef- whett crop, probably reflected the concern over the dry contemns

thaisted in many areas in late March and early April. Above

normafi

pr capitation during the last half of April in much of the Great Plains region
improved the grdwing conditions markedly.

*See 6uestionnaire for details on recent frond levels.
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77 CROP YEAR
In --addition , the panelists
. s.provided estimates.,,-,for drought persiStence.
Specifically, they were' asked, "Ivf a severe drou'ght similar to the early or
mid-1930's'should occur in 1977, how long would it last?" The summary of
responses fol tows:
Table 8-3 ,

.

LENGTH OF DROUGHT IN THE UNITED STAT
Probability
.

Persist less thaN2 years
Persist for 2 but'less than 4 years

ersist for 4 or'more years

An 9Iternate method for presenting the summary esponses_ for drought
persistence- is by a probability tree. This type of resentation is useful for,
determining the probability of- drought in the n xt year, given_ that the
ought has
lasted a number of 'years. In the diagram on page 99, a
drougbt is s*n to occur in 1977: Accordingto the panelists; the
probability that the drought ends in 19.78 is 0.6:- The probability that the
'drought continues, then, is 1- minus the probability' of no drought; or 0.4.
The "drought ends" branch of the tree terminates at the point A.
We now continue with the branqh in which &Light periists through 1978:
The panelists estimated probability-of 0.3-thattp drought would last for 2
or 3 Yea#. in pray to extend the tree, we make a reasonable interpolation:
the probability of a drought taking only 2 years is assumed to be 0.2 and the

probability of a 3-year drodiht is takento be 9.1 In order to make the
product of probabilities cqual -0.2 along the path' leading to an end of the,:
drought in 1979 (point B);ve must ascribe a conditional probability of 0.5
to t re case in which the drought:perSiStS through 1978 bufends in 1979.

This, of course, iriplies a conditional probability of 0.5 that a drought
p rsisting through 1978'also persists

u 111979.

By using the same conditional probabitities-0.5 for termin ion and 0.5 for
persistence of a drought that has lasted for at least a yearwe continue the
,tree into 1980: Theeproduct of the probabilities along the branches leading
to the termination of drought' in 1980 (point C) is 0.1, in agreement with the
interpOlpion assumption about the. probability Of a drought lasting exaetly 3

Extending the tree one step' ;further 'into 1981 with the same conditional
probabilities, we get a probability of 0.05 for a 4-year drought (point D) and
a probability of 005 for 5 or More years of drought:rThese probabilities are
consisterrt with the panelists' probability of 0.,1 for a droUgii t which persiks
for 4 or more years. At each cApught-eneling,_ branch, the product of the

probabilities from the beginXW of the path to the -end is equal to the
98

panelists' estimate for a drought of that duration starting in 1977.

DROUGHTriilERSISTENCE IN THE UNITED STATES

-

DROUGHT

*1977
DROLIgHT

rela:tively high
One may note that once a drought has started, there
probability that it will continue into the next year. Howeysr; .the reasoning
above should pot 'be extrapolated beyond the panelists' data Even as drawn,

with the interpolated probabilities. for 2- and 3-year droughts and with the
inferred conditicinal probabilities used for later years, the probability tree is
subject to uncertainty and ambiguity. For instance, the panelists may have
assumed different definitions of drought termination, e.g., -the return to
normal precipitation or -the return_.to normal water supplies. Moreover, it isr
e that ,the reference year 1977, taken in the context of double or
22-year sunspot 'cycles, 'affected' the panelists' perceptions of drought
persistence. Although 1977 was a year of serious localized drought
fell short of the WidespieaddroUght
conditions in the United States

r

experienced in the-early to mid-1930's.
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'APPENDIX

NUMBER OF RESPONSES.
AVERAGE.' EXPERT"- E, RATINGS
Approximately 50 international authorities on climatic change were consiclered Jas potential recipients of -the climatequestionnaire, but because of time
and:fealiurte constraints the number had to be reduced. Questionnaires were
sent to 28 ,scientists, including -19 from .8 foreign countries. 'Replies were
received frOm 24; their names and affiliations are listed:inthe acknowledg-

ments. The 24 respondents participated in varying -degrees. Three, for
example, restricted their replies to qualitative- cornments. The other 21
submitted the requested quanptatiVe data for ai_leas.t1 question; of these, 3
answered onbra few questions. Fifteen Orovided: i<r itative responses to at
least 7 of the 10

The table belt5w shows fdr each of. the 10 questions the number of
climatologists who submitted quantitative date' and the average of their
expertise on the scale of 1 to 5 described in the questionnaire (Appendix
The number responding quantitatively to -a given question ranged fiorn 12
(for Question VIII, Asian monsoons) to 19 (for Question I, global
temperature, and Question III, atmospheric constituents).
Table C-1

.NUM 13ER OF RESPONSES AND EXPERTISE RATINGS ,
Number of
Reipondents
.

Question

Subjeot

Global temperpture
Latitudinal temperature
Atmospheric constituents

Prccipitapvti
Precipitation variability
Mid - latitude drotioht
Crop Outlook for 1977
Asian monsoons
Sahel drought
Length of growing season

Average
Expertise

17

4.2
4.2

19
19

4.1

.14
'14-

3.9
4,0

17

-4.0,

14

3.7

i2

3.4

'17

j.8

15

3.9

_

red all the pprts of every question. The 10 quegions crossed a

of global; hemispheric, zonal, and regicirrat" problems
ot only to climatic change but also to growing seasons and the.6r. 1977 crops, arid nctindiviOual could have been expected to
nt in,all categories.
The average expertise ratings,for each of the questio

were in the range of

3.4 to 4.2 (3-familiar, 4-quite familiar, 5-expert).

e firSt,two---questkops
about temperatures had the highest expertise ratings. Question VII ron Asian
monsoons had the lowest rating, 3.4.
.
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REFffiENCE
In the climate questionnaire (Appendix A), the panelists*eregiVeri the opportunity to:inclu
references which explain or elaborate their response to each question. These references, arranged
'-;-:alphabetically- by questions=, are included hell as additional background material which may be of
valUe to the reader. No specific references were giten for Questions VIII and X, on Asian Monsoons
and Length of Growing Season, respectively. References of a general nature are included at the end
of the list.
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An ell, J.
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Change in Air
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S nce 189 (August 1975): 460-461'
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